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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 191 1

TRUST REFUNDS DEBT
San Jose, Costa Rica, Feb. 27. The
contract entered inio by Maximo
Costa Rica
Fernandez, representing
of
and Minor C. Keith,
the United Fruit company, for the
of the foreign debt of Costa
Rica has been approved by 'congress.
TO
The contract provides for the refunding according to terms already agreed
to by the government and the foreign
BOARD HAS
GRANT
DECIDES
debt MELBOURNE GOVERNMENT FORM
. The
bondholders.
foreign
ALLY SERVES WARNING ON
PRIOR RIGHT TO WATERS OF
amounts to about $10,000,000 exclusive
THEM
of interest In default up to the first of
GALLINAS AND PECOS
the year. Mr. Keith's proposition provides for the financing of this debt by
ASSURES CAMFIELD PROJECT
the issuance of refunding bonds, to be DON'T WANTJONOPOLIES
secured by the customs receipts.
ACTIVITY OF PACKERS' AGENTS
COURT'S DECISION MEANS ULTI
PUTS COMMONWEALTH ON
MATE COMPLETION OF HUGE
WRECK ON ROCK ISLAND
ITS GUARD
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Kl Paso, Tex., Reb. 27. Informa
of
as
tion
received here last night
w
THREATENS DRASTIC ACTION
OPINION PROMPTLY GIVEN the recking of Uie El Paso &
Island Chicago express
about 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon
IT WAS HANDED DOWN IMMEDI near Pastura, N. M., 242 northeast of AN INVASION WOULD RESULT IN
ARGUFOLLOWING
PROBABLE CONFISCATION
ATELY
this city. The engine and four cars
lef the track and were overturned. A
MENTS OF COUNSEL
OF PROPERTY
number of passengers were Injured,
Melbourne, Feb. 27. The common
Late Saturday evening, Judge C. J. but their names and the extent cf their
The wealth of Australia served notice on
Roberts rendered his decision in ref injuries canont be leared here.
erence to the case to appropriate the Injured are being cared for. The ac the business world today that it will
Water of the Gallinas river which cident was caused by spreadfii"; rails. not harbor foreign trusts. The fol
had been on trial before him for two It Is not believed any of, the passen- lowing memorandum was given the
The matter under considera gerg were fatally injured.
days- press toy Sir R. W. Best, minister of
trade and customs:
tion was the application of A. A,
Jones to appropriate the water from
"For several months it lias been an
the Pecos and Gallinas rivers and JUDGE ASKS TO
open secret that representatives of
the American meat trust have been
their tributaries. This application waB
filed by A. A. Jones with the terri
visiting Australia. With the object
torial engineer prior to the applica
of Immediate and drastic action to
BE INVESTIGATED
tion of the board of trustees of the
discourage and, if necessary, to proLas Vegas grant and under thto ap
hibit its operations In Australia, the
will forbid trust dera
plication A. A. Jones claimed that DENVER
government
JURIST, ACCUSED OF
he had the prior right to the waters
tions in Australia, whether conducted
ACCEPTING BRIBE, MAKES
of the Gallinas river. The application
directly or indirectly, and will not
UNIQUE DEMAND
was rejected by the territorial engipermit a repetition in Australia of
neer and also by the board" of water
the scandals and merciless methods
commissioners and upon this he? ring
Denver, Feb. 27. Judge Greeley characterizing monopolies existing in
was rejected by the judge of the. Whltford, of the district court, who other parts of the world."
Fourth judicial district. This is the I naa gained national fame by his reonly application filed prior to the P-- cent sentence of striking coal miners
HAVE
FOR PRIZE FIGHTING
plication of the board of trustees of to yea
of
iall .
J.os Angeles, Feb. 27. Louis Blot.
the Las Vegas grant and since the and which resulted In several threats the San Francisco
promoter, an
application of A. A. Jones has been against his life, appeared In the crim- nounces that he has secured permis
rejected there is nothing now in thej inal division of the court this morning sion to hold boxing bouts on Mcxicm
way ot the allowance ot the applica- and demanded that a grand jury in sail. Tla Juana, a little border town
tion of the board ot trustees.
vestigation be made of tihe charges south of San Diego, is the site select
The reason given by Judge Roberts that he had accepted a bribe.
ed by Blot to hold finish contests and
for rejecting the application was that
The bribery charge was made yes his plan is to give three or four con
the evidence showed that the appli terday
by a witness before the legisla tests a year, confining himself to
cation was not founded upon any act tive committee which is hearing testichampionship events only.
ual survey and measurements as the mony in the impeachment proceed
law provides. In order to remove inga which have been
petitioned for by
this objection Mr. Jones attempted to the labor leaders
against
Judge Whlt SHEPARD OUT OF
divide his project and practically ad- ford.
mitted that there had been no survey
Mrs. Margaret Miner, recently remade between the Sapello and Gal leased from the state
SENATORIAL RACE
penitentiary, teslinas rivers, but argued that a 6urvey tified before the
committee
legislative
had been made from the portion of
that she had handed Judge Whltford
the Gallinas river 6otith and that this $3,000 which had been
given her by BUT "BOSS" MURPHY'S FRIENDS
should be sufficient. The court held
Mine Owners association.
the
SAY IT WON'T
AFFECT EFthat Mr. Jones could not divide his "If these
are
said
true,"
charges
TO
ELECT
unless
FORT
SHEEHAN
and
that
project in that way
"I should be in the
the whole was founded upon an act Judge Whltford,
M.
New York, Feb. 27. Edward
ual survey and measurements that penitentiary."
ana
in
letter
last
it was not In compliance with the
Shepard
night
nounced his retirement from the fight
law and the application must be re
NEW CASES OF DIPHTHERIA
jected.
Baltimore, Md., Feb. 27. Four new for the United States senatorship to
He
cases of diphtheria
developed at succeed Chauncey M. Depew.
that in his opinion, William G.
adds
Johns
and
hospital
Hopkins
yesterday
TWO GUILTY OF MURDER
Sheehan's retirement is imminent and
Plymouth, Mass., Feb. 27. A jury today, mailing the total number
warns the democratic members of
yesterday returned verdicts of guilty
the
legislature that unless the memIn the first degree against Mrs. Lena
bers
promptly unite, the extra sesCusumano. and Enrico Masioli of
of congress will find the state of
sion
Hull, this state, who were charged PRESIDENT DECIDES
New York but half represented.
with the murder of the woman'siiusEarl yesterday, Martin W. Littlethe
bank, Frank Cusumano. During
candidate for the
ton,
ON
trial evidence was introduced to show
NEWJECRETARY senatorship, issued a statement pointthat the woman had told that she
ing as does Mr. Shepard, to the
paid Mascloii $35 to murder her hus- PROMOTION OF TREAU RY CLERK,
grave
responsibility resting upon the
band and had seen the deed commit
democratic legislators and calling upREVEALS WHO WILL GET
was
Cusumano
of
ted. The body
on Charles F- Murphy, leader of TamCOVETED PLACE
found in the surf at Hull, wrapped In
many hall, to cause the retirement of
wire.
with
a bed quilt and bound
Mr. Sheehan and break the five weeks
O
Washington, Feb.
at Albany.
deadlock
Bailey, who has been private secre
Friends of the Tammany leader
AUTHOR AND LECTURER DEAD
to
of
the
Treasury
tary
Secretary
said today that the withdrawal from
Somervllle, Masf., Feb 27. Sam
MacVeagh, today was nominated by
of Edward ,M. Shepard
Walter Foss, the author, poet and President Taft to be assistant secre- the race
lecturer, died at the Charles Gates tary of the treasury. Bailey will suc- would not affect the effort to elect
hospital in Cambridge yesterday. He ceed Charles D. Hilles, who will be Sheehan.
was born In Conadla, N. H, in 1858. come
private secretary to the presiwas a former
dent. Mr. Bailey
FRENCH CABINET
newspaper man of wide experience.
Mr. Hilles has been one of Mr.
FOUND WITH
Taft's friends and most trusted ad
QUITS IN A BODY
visers, not only In official, but In po
matters.
litical
He gave important
CREW FROZEN
political service to the movement PRESIDENT FALLIERES PROMPT
which brought about Mr. Taft's nom
LY ACCEPTS
RESIGNATIONS
IS MADE ination for president and this the
DISCOVERY
SHOCKING
MINISTERS
OF
latter recognized by 6ffering him an
ABOARD DERELICT VESSEL
important place in the treasury de
OFF ASTRAKAN
Paris, Feb. 27. The French cabinet
partment.
resigned today. Later in the after
noon it was announced that Presi
London, Feb. 27. A dispatch says
NO OPINIONS RENDERED
dent Fallieres had accepted the reslg"
a tragedy of the sea was revealed
Washington, Feb. 27. Not a single nations of the ministers-Premie-r
in the discovery off Astrakan of a
Arisblde Briand, who, with
derelict vessel, the whole crew of opinion was announced today by the
Court
of
frozen
United
States
the
had
been
his
cabinet
Supreme
30,
resigned today, succeeded
numbering
which,
to death. The ship was a mass of although this was opinion day. Such Clemenceau as head of the cabinet
a failure is almost unprecedented.
on July 23, 1909.
.
ice.

JUDGE ROBERTS
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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic. It's 8 a

CITY EDITION

TREATY PLEASES THE JAPS
27. Ambassador
Feb. .
Tokio,
O'Brien and the Count Komura, the
ther demonstration was given here
Japanese foreign secretary have ex
yesterday of 'the adaptability of the
changed congratulations on the rati
aeroplane for land and water service.
In a flight of six miles over the bay
fication of the treaty between the
United States and Japan. There are
and ocean and across Coronado is
no evidences lacking that the highest
land, G'enn H-- Curtiss rose from the
officials and the entire press of the
water, alighted on land, and then
started from the land and alighted
country, as well as the general public are deeply stirred by the early
on the water. The flights were made
STATE SCENE OF A acceptance by the American govern MRS. MALDWIN
in a wind of 20 miles an hour. Cur WESTERN
DRUMMOND, OF
ment of Japan's assurances that she
tiss said the experiment probably
BLOODY AFFRAY, WHEN PO'
CHICAGO, ESTIMATES HER
desires a continuation of the friendly
would be the last of his present ser
LICE OVERTAKE RENEGADES
LOSS AT $130,000
relations which have always existed
ies and that he considers It the most
and by the confidence shown by the
successful from a military stand
FOUR REDSKINS SURRENDER administration at Washington In the RODDERY UNUSUALLY BOLD
point.
sincerity of Japan's undertakings re
garding
Immigration.
AFTER THREE HOURS' FIGHT,
WANTS WARSHIP AS RELIC
ABOARD THE
HER STATEROOM
I
THEY GAVE UP RATHER
Washington, Feb. 27 Final dis
AMERIKA
WAS ENTERED
COULON RETAINS TITLE
THAN BE KILLED
position of the famous United States
AND GEMS STOLEN
New
a
of
warrior
other
Orleans, Feb. 27. Johnny
Portsmouth,
ship
Coulon's title as holder of the ban
days, is being considered by the navy
of the NO CLEW TO 'PERPETRATORS
championship
department The old sailing vessel MURDERED THREE STOCKMEN tamweight
world, was firmly established Sunday
Is desired by California as a relic because of her historic Interest to the ALLEGED FUGITIVES BEGAN EN when he won a clear decision over
Frankie Conley, claimant, at" the end POLICE NET, COVERING COUNTRY
Pacific coast in the war with Mex
GAGEMENT WHICH ENDED
of a
bout at the West Side THROWN OUT IN ATTEMPT TO
ico. Whether the state will get her
DISASTROUSLY FOR THEM
Athletic
club.
RECOVER LOOT
an
of
result
the
action
Conley was outclassed
upon
depends
and only In two rounds did' he have
just taken by the navy department.
Reno, Nev., Feb. 27. In a desper a shade the better of the contest.
New York, Feb. 27 Although the
ate battle yesterday sixty miles west The men weighed in at 116 pounds,
federal
and local police have been unSTILL NO CHOICE
of TuBcarora, with a band of rene three and a half hours before the
Denver, Feb. 2. There was no gade Indians, charged with the murder fight. Six thousand people witnessed remitting in their search, no trace yet
election in today's senatorial ballot. of three
prominent stockmen, sev the contest. Tommy Walsh of New ihas been found of the jewelry stolen
Adams got 17 and Speer 26 votes.
eral weeks ago, eight Indians were Orleans was the referee.
from the stateroom of Mrs. Maldwln
killed and the ba'ance of the band
Drummond, formerly Mrs. Marshall
captured. One member of the posse
Field, jr., of Chicago, on the liner
Which had been pursuing the Indians,
CLOSE
WOULD
DIAZ
some time Saturday; night.
TO
PROPOSES
Amerika
Ed Hoyle ot the state police, was al
estimates the, value
Drummond
Mrs.
so killed. The battle, which took
ALL DAY SUNDAY place at Kelly creek, Humboldt coun- TREAT WITH MADERO of the jewels at $130,000. The police
ty, was commenced by the Indians and
have extended the search to all parts
lasted three hours. After eight of
of the country in an attempt to recovAGITATION NOW GENERAL OVER their number had been killed, the re- PRESIDENT OF MEXICAN REPUB er the gems. The vessel itself was
maining four of the Indian band sur
COUNTRY, TAKEN UP BY POST-ALIC MAKES FRESH OVER.
being searched from stem to stem torendered.
EMPLOYES IN LAS VEGAS
TURES FOR PEACE
day.
When the posse came up with them,
the Indians started a regular war
The loss was reported as soon as
Following the examples given them dance and after the dance the fighting
Washington, Feb 27. Dr. Vasquez the liner docked at Hoboken, aud
the confidential the police ot Hoboken and New York
by their colleagues in other cities, commenced. The Indians and squaws Gomez, head of
the clerks and carriers of the East fought with guns and bows and ar agency here ol the Mexican revolu- commenced working on the case.
Hotel
Las Vegas postoffice are about to rows. Four bucks, two squaws and tionists, has announced that he indi Mrs. Drummond hurried to the loss-Thdiscuss her
to
overtures
had
received
as
for
two
as
were
children
well
Plaza,
rectly
declining
peace
killed,
set in motion a campaign which they Ed
Hamburg-America- n
line disfrom the federal government.
Hogle of the posse.
hope will result: in Sunday closing
on the
Dr. Gomez said the confidential claims all
The crime which resulted In yes
responsibility
A.tf.r they havcj set terday s Uatl'e, presumably Was com- agency here had" been advlieU by iU ground that Tiasseagers "leaving Jew
of the office.
forward their reasons for such a mitted on January 19, In Little High junta in El Paso, Texas, of the-- de els In their state rooms do so at the
move and have given the public an Rock canyon, Washer county. Harry sire of Governor Ahttmada of Chihua owner's risk.
To the police Mrs. Drummond desB. Laxague-- - and Peter hua to confer in Chihuahua with
opportunity for considering the mat Cambron, J.
Francisco I. Madero, leader of the cribed the jewels as:
ter in all its phases the clerks and Erramouspe, all wealthy stockmen,
Two strings of 273 pearls each.
were the victims of all three bodies revolution, and also had been informcarriers will ask for an expression being horribly mutilated.
One string of 238 peans.
ed through its junta in San Antonio,
from the patrons of the office. If
One
large black pearl ring sot with
Texas, that three delegates of the
Diaz government wished to meet Dr. diamonds.
public opinion seems to be in their
One large white pearl ring setwuu
Gomez on tihe border and arrange for
favor Sunday closing for Las Vegas COX IS INDICTED
diamonds.
the
termination
of
hostilities.
wilibe taken up with the postal deOne set large pearl ear rings set
Dr. Gomez, who was the family
partment at Washington. It is likely
diamonds.
with
of
President
Diaz and who
FOR SECOND TIME physician
the decision here will be favorable
One black pearl brooch set with
was in the last election, candidate for
as It has been so in the case of many
the vice presidency of Mexico, on diamonds, with a black pearl, pea
other cities and towns.
the same ticket as Francisco I. Ma- shaped pendant.
St. Paul, Minn., Colorado Springs NEW TRUE BILL CHARGES HE
A wireless message sent from the
dero, the candidate for president, said
RECEIVED A RAKE-OFOF
sumand many other places or consethe provisional government would not Amerika, as she neared port
in a
the
down
$17,500 INTEREST MONEY
detectives
quence have adopted Sunday postofmoned
bay
"undertake any negotiations of peace
fice closing and found it to be highMrs. Drum
from
learned
They
tug.
except under the condition that the
ly satisfactory. It is planned to have
Cincinnati, 0-- , Feb. 27. A new in- delegates shall be legally and fully mond details of the theft and began
boxes
mail distributed through the
a combing of the ship and a search
dictment charging George B. Cox, authorized with written powers."
of the crew. But not a trace of the
just as at present. As a great maleader bf Cincinnati,, with
jority of the business men and many republican
jewels was found. Mrs. Drummond
was
returned by the grand HUNGARIAN STATESMAN DEAD
office
have
perjury,
of
boxes,
the
other patrons
explained that except at night she
no inconvenience would be caused. jury today. It alleges that in addition
s
worn the jewels almost continu27.
had
Feb.
Baron
Budapest,
The special delivery department, too,
to receipts of $48,500, interest
former premier of ally on her person but had kept thein
Banffy,
would operate the same as at pres- money
and had not dispaid by local banks to former Hungary, and a leader of the new under her waist
at
ent, so there would he no delay to
time, even while
died
them
here
any
party,
placed
Sunday.
County Treasurer John H. Gibson, as
upon retiring
important mail of that character.
night
Saturday
dining.
Cox
in the first indictment.
Calling at the postoffice on Sun- charged
she placed them in a cabinet drawer
was given $17,500 from the same
days is a matter of habit rather than source
of the state room ae she had dona
by Tilden R. French, when MUCH FIGHTING IN!
necessity, say the clerks, although it the
each
night during the voyage- - No
latter was county treasurer.
causes them almost as much work as
one had access to the state room, she
on other days in the week, because of
SONORA added, besides her husband, herself-anBIG FIRE IN CINCINNATI
the necessity of tie whole office force
her maid. The maid she holds
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 27 Exploding
above
being present to distribute the mail. chemicals started a
suspicion.
spectacular fire CAPTAIN JIRON'S BAND OF
Postoffice employes enjoy the privilseven-storwhich
the
last
destroyed
night
CAPTURE LADURA
ege of a Sunday rest just as do other
with the
DIVORCE COLONY REJOICES
building together
will
be
the
think
They
public
people.
JAIL
BREAK
AT CHIHUAHUA
A
Paint
of
the
stock
company.
Foy
Nev., Feb. 27. There is re
Reno,
willing to grant It to them. Transient general alarm brought all of the ,fire
joicing today in the "Divorce Colony,"
visitors to the city nearly always have
of the downtown
El Paso, Tex. Feb. 27. Mail advices over news from the capital of the killapparatus
fighting
their mail forwarded in care of some district to the scene and confined the
from Sonora say there has been al- ing of the proposed new divorce bill,
of the hotels, so that Sunday closing fire to the
The
Foy building. Loss, $200,-000- most continuous
pending before the legislature.
fighting around
will not Interfere with their receipt of
resithe
extended
measure
required
for
three-fourthseveral weeks.
s
mail. It Is a fact that
Captain
The
Jlron's band of insurrectos attacked dence in Nevada to one year.
of the mail distributed through the
months.
six
but
law
requires
existing
the town last Friday and Saturday.
windows on Sundays is what might be
The town was garrisoned by one comtermed unimportant mail, nearly all
pany of federals, stationed in a
business letters going into private
house. The insurrectos SENATE TIED UP
boxes. It is the love letters that cause
HAS THIRTY AUTOS securedadobe
dynamite from a nearby minthe biggest rush of Sunday mall. The
ing camp and soon compelled the fedlocal clerks and carriers hope the
to surrender. The federals'
public will aid them In attaining their HIS MAJESTY PLACES
WITH LORIMER CASE
ORDERS erals
arms were used to equip a company
desired Sunday holiday.
FOR FOUR NEW MACHINES
of insurrecto recruits.
OF THE LATEST MAKE
BURROWS'
SECURES
SENATOR
SOME SPECTACULAR
FLYING
Jail
Chihuahua
Break
at
ACTION
ON
MO.
FAVORABLE
27.
G.
27.
Mexico City, Feb.
Roland
Berlin, Feb.
Emperor William's
TION TO CONSIDER IT
Garros made an altitude flight esti- well known fondness for motoring
According to official dispatches remated at 3,900 feet here yesterday, has just been emphazed by orders ceived in Juarez today, the prisoners
which considering the starting altitude for four new automobiles, which he in the state penitentiary at ChihuaWashington, Feb. 27. On motion of
of 7,800 feet was regarded as remark- has placed with German firms. With hua City attempted to escape yester- Senator Burrows, the senate today
able. President Diaz and his. official these additions to his garages his ma- day. Several prisoners were killed by a vote of 66 to 12, decided to profamily were spectators. Gene Barrier jesty will have thirty machines, in- by the soldiers and the others, who ceed Immediately with the consideray
made a
flight and Rene cluding half a dozen motor baggage has succeeded in getting away, were tion of the Lorlmer case. The vote
Simon gave a demonstration of
trucks. Each of his fifty palaces has recaptured. Governor Ahumada, in was not a test, as many senators who
its garage.
person, directed the pursuit
oppose Lorlmer voted for the motion.
MARINE
AEROPLANE
RECORD
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 27. A fur
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RIPLEY PREDICTS CHICAGO WHITE F01IR STATES ARE HISTORY OF THE WORLD

GOVERNMENT

SOX LEAVE FOR

TRYING TO ELECT

OWNERSHIP

TEXAS

SENATORS

FE SAYS MINERAL WELLS TO BE TRAINING
GROUNDS FOR COMISKEY'S
EVENTS ARE RAPIDLY TENDMEN
ING THAT WAY

PRESIDENT. OF SANTA

Santa Barbara, Cilf., Feb. 27.
matters affecting the railroad situation were discussed by E. P. Ripley,
president of the Santa Fe, aa follows
"How; will the recent decision of
the interstate commerce commission
concerning freight rates affect the
railroads?" was the initial question
of several which drew from Mr. Ripley
extremely candid observations.
"It is too early to state," he said.
"A party to a suit is not supposed to
be qualified to express an unbiased
opinion as to its justice.
Some railroad and industrial stocks
have gone down, I notice, but whether
that is a mere flury remains to be
seen."
"Will the decision affect the railroads' expenditures on extensions and
developments?"
"Well, what money we have will be
spent in the way planned. When it
comes time to raise more money we
will then know better whether that
will be possible.
"The administration is very busy
passing laws and regulating railroads,
and the time appears to have come
when the government runs the railroads, not the owners and directors,.
I believe," he said, with a passing
emlle, which looked very much like
one of disgust, "that the national and
state governments are spending about
$25,000,000 a year regulating railroads,
which means reducing rateB.
"The government is more reckless
than heretofore. The California railroad bill recently adopted places the
control of the railroads in the hands
of a public utilities committee another instance of government usurpation of the rights of owners."
"What do you believe will be the
outcome of this character of legislation?"
"Government ownership of the railroads inevitably," he said, with emphasis.
"I have always believed that, and
events fire going rapidly In that direction."
Whn asked V he believed that, gov
ernment ownership was a matter of
the near future, Mr. Ripley replied
that he would not attempt to hazard
a prophecy on that score.
;

ROBIN'S CASE CALLED
New York, Feb. 27. Joseph G. Robin, the bank promoter whom a Judge

and Jury recently 'declared sane despite the testimony of the
eminent insanity experts to the contrary, was arraigned for trial today
in the criminal branch of the supreme court. He is to be tried on
Indictments charging him with the
larceny of funds from the banks in
which he was Interested.
d

ROCK ISLAND

WILL

HAUL FAST FREIGHT
REPORT SAYS IT ANNEXES SOME OF SANTA FE'S
BUSINESS

TUCUMCARI

Tiwumoari, N. M., Feb. 27. Beginning within a few days, the Southwestern and Rock Islund will begin hauling tiie through fact freight from the
coast east, which has heretofore been
handled by the Santa Fe. This means
an increase of from twenty to fifty
CWTB per day In the business of these
lines. Tlir reason for this change is
that the Santa Fe has recently equip
ped their lines with big engines, and
while these giants are capable of pulling
enormotis tonnage, they are not built
for speed, therefore they must give
up the fast freight service and confine
their system to heavy and local
freight. The Rock Island is equipped
for fast through service, and will benefit by the Santa Fe's blunder in failing to provide for this contingency. At
the present time the Rock Island is
handling more "red ball" freight than
ever before. This increase In business
means more train crews for Tucum-carl- ,
and a greater volume of business for the local shops.

OF NEW YORK,
IOWA, COLORADO AND MONTANA DEADLOCKED

States senators at present, and,
though each has been working since
it met for the first time early this winter, the toga question is apparently as
far from a settlement as ever. The
four states are New York, Iowa, Colorado and Montana, and the deadlock
most widely known probably is the
one in New York.
There the democrats have a clear
majority. The caucus nominee of the
New York democrats is William H.
Sheehan of Buffalo, known before he
attained the dignity of aspiring to a
senatorship as Blond Billy. Enough
democrats stayed away from the
caucus, however, that its sanction did
not mean the senatorship for Mr.
Sheehan. His chief opponent is Edward M. Shepard, a New York lawyer.
The chief trouble with Shepard's
Chances is that Tammany opposes
him. Charles Murphy the New York
City boss, favors Blond Billy. While
the democrats are trying to find a
compromise candidate, the New York
republicans continue to wte for
Ohauncey M. Depew, who holds the
seat at present.
In Iowa the contest for the seat of
the late Senator Dolliver is between
representatives of the progressives and
stanCpat factions of tho republican
party. Senator Lafayette Young, whn
was appointed by B. F. Carroll, the
standpat governor, is in the1 running
to succeed himself, and as long as
the legislature is unable to decide
wihom to choose he will continue to
represent Iowa In the United States
senate.
Senator "Lafe", who is editor of the
Des Moines Capital, is so standpat as
to be almost retrogressive. Young,
finding that the chances of his own
election were very slight, has telegraphed his followers to vote for anyone else who shows no progressive
tendencies, and the Young votes have
been transferred to H. E. Deemer, a
Judge of the Iowa supreme court.
Among the progressive candidates
were A, B. Funk and W. S. Kenyon.
Funk has withdrawn, but there are
not enough progressives altogether to
elect, a senator without the aid ol
Young's standpat following.
The democrats of Colorado are
wrangling witii a zenl and the
chance of electing a senator at all
seems to be dim.
One newspaper
even advises against choosing a man
at this Besslon of the legislature to
All the vacancy due to the death of
Senator Charles J. Hughes. The democratic caucus has nominated no one.
R." W. Speer, mayor of Denver, wants
to be senator. John F. Sliafroth, gov-al-

(Continued on Page Three)
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This Greatest
Agency Expended $3,000,000 in
1909 to Keep the Public Informed Some of its
Remarkable Achievements
"The Associated Press of which
The Optic is a member is writing
the real and. enduring history of the
world; and is not chronicling the
trivial episodes, the scandals, or the
says Melville E. Stone,
Its general manager, in the March
btrand Magazine. "And the searchthe
upon
lights which It throws
world's happenings has a substantial
moral value. The mere collection and
distribution of news has an ethical
worth. No great and lasting wrong
can be inflicted upon the sons of
men anywhere so long as this fierce
blaze of publicity is beating upon
the scene. For In the end the world
must know, and when the world
knows Justice must be done. ' The
most absolute and irresponsible authority must finally yield to the demands of a great public sentiment.
"The Associated Press usurps in a
large measure the functions of the
diplomat, and makes for universal
peace in a remarkable way- - Instead
now passing
of public
questions
through long and tedious methods of
diplomacy, as formerly, the story is
told with authority by the Associated
Press. The point of view of a country Is presented no longer by diplo
matic communication, but in the
of the Associated Press. It
is the High Court of public opinion
that must settle international questions.
"The authorities of the foreign offices of the different European gov
ernments recognize the independence
of the Associated Press, and have
virtually made choice of it as a
forum for the discussion of current
questions of international interest."
The Associated Press is unique
agencies in
among
that it is purely mutual in its character, the other big news agencies of
the world being proprietary concerns. It issues no stock, makes
no profit, and
declares no dividends. The Associated Press does
not sell news, but is a clearing-hous- e
for the interchange of news among
its members. Its membership consists of eight hundred daily newspapers published in the United States,
each of (which contributes to the common budget all news of national and
international interest and importance
originating in its vicinity, besides
reprepaying a weekly assessment
senting its share of the general expense of conducting the business, and
having a vote in the election of the
In making up the asmanagement.
sessments an equitable system Is followed, which provides that the heaviest tax shall fall upon the largest
newspapers. The annual revenues of
the Associated Press, derived from
these assessments levied upon its
members, amount to some $3,000,000,
while the number of words1 daily received and transmitted Ut each of the
more important offices is over 50,000,
chit-chats- ,"

s

news-gatheri-

or the equivalent of 35 columns of
the average newspaper.
The Associated Press serves all
but ix of the big morning
dally
States
United
newspapers in the
which take telegraphic service. It
f
furnishes more than
of the
news the papers print, and its dispatches appear In newspapers having an aggregate issue of over
copies a day.
During 1909 the Associated Press
spent close on $3,000,000 in the collection and distribution of news from
all over the world! This Was a
breaker
in
for achievements
particularly In foreign countries, and was due In part
to the great happenings in various
parts of the world, such as the
Italian earthquake,, which necessitated maintaining corps of correspondents at and near the scene of disaster for several months, and the discovery 'of the North Pole and the
controversy that followed the double
announcement, the coverihg of which
cost the Associated Press $6,000.
The Associated Press account of
the Somoan disaster of 1889 was a
masterpiece of . descriptive reporting.
John P- (Dunning, of the San Francisco bureau,' happened to be in Apia
when the great storm broke over the
island, and forwarded a graphic account, which was published all over
the world, telling a dramatic story
of one of the most tragic occurrences
in the history of the world. In the
three
were anchored
roadstead
American war vessels, the Trenton,
Nipsic, and Vandalia; three German
warships, the Adler, Olga and Elber;
and the British cruiser Calliope. All
of the American and German vessels
were driven upon the coral reefs and
destroyed, involving the loss of 150
lives. The Calliope, a more modern
vessel, with superior engines, was
able to escape. As she pushed her
way into the heavy sea the "Jackies
of the Trenton dressed ship, while
her band played the British national
anthem! Could anything have been
more tragic, yet noble, from those
about to die? And had it not been
for Mr. Dunning's story for the Asworld
sociated Press the
might
never have known of this wondertul
episode.
The getting through of the "A.
P.s" Port Arthur story, during the
e
war, will go down in
the annals of Journalism. It gave a
complete review in chronological order of the movements of General
forces about the beleaguered
city, and was one of the lengthiest
dispatches ever Issued by the Associated Press. As sent out, it was
9,500 words long, but in the skeleton
ized form in which it arrived it con
tained Just 4,385 words, and required
about fourteen hours In transmission,
practically monopolizing the Transpacific cable during all of that time.
one-hal-
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Four state legislatures are trying,
Chicago, Feb. 27. The players of
both the Chicago baseball clubs troop- officially at least, to elect United
ed into town today preparatory to
their departure tonight on the spring
training trips. President Comiskey
takes his band of White Sox direct to
Mineral Wells, Texas, where the play
ers will keep In steady training for
four weeks, with the exception of
short trips to Fort, Worth and other
nearby Texas cities for exhibition
games. March 24 the club will divide
into two squads for the games to be
played on the way home. The cities
booked for exhibition games include
Oklahoma City, Wichita, Topeka, St.
Joseph, Kansas City, Lincoln, Omaha,
Hannibal, Qulncy, Danville, Spring
field, 111., Ottumwa, Dee Moines, Rock
Island, Terre Haute, Indianapolis
and Peoria;
Following their usual custom the
Chicago Cubs go to West Baden to be
gin preparation for the annual cham
pionahip race. After spending four
days at the Indiana water place, the
team will depart for the training camp
at New Orleans, arriving there next
Saturday. Exhibition games with sev
eral of the major league clubs will be
played In New Orleans and on the way
north the. Cubs will fill dates in Mo
bile, Atlanta, Memphis, Louisville and
several other of the larger cities.
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Delivered to Subscribers
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A reduction of more than 20 per cent on former rates.
At this price THE REPUBLICAN is the cheapest and
best paper published in Denver.
Neither money nor labor will be spared to make THE
REPUBLICAN, as it has always been in the past, the best
and most reliable paper in the West
THE REPUBLICAN'S news service has no equal. The
Associated Press, supplemented by the splendid New York
Herald news service, gives our readers every morning all
the news gathered from every part of the world.
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE section
of THE REPUBLICAN contains stories by the leading authors and humorists of the day and many pages of photographs of great interest.
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Please fill out and forward this blank.

Send to my address until I order it discontinued,
VER FFPUBLICAN, Daily and Sunday.
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Retail Prices:2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 Ids., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 Ibt., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
50 Ibt., to 200 lbs, each delivery

Lest than

per

100 lbs.

25c per 10 Ibi
30c per 100 ibt.
40c per 100 Ibt.
50 Ibt., each delivery, 50c per 100 Ibt.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

GROSS, KELLY

& GO.

(Incoporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealers In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS

Russo-Japanes-

No-gi'- s

BAIN

VEHICLES- - Planing Mill

WAGONS-RAC- INE

"in Connection

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N. M-- Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
,
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FOR SATURDAY, MONDAY and TUESDAY

1
I

noN

O

TLJ

4--

Bleached Muslin of good quality and soft
finish, all you want at, per yard

4

8

To change the last of the month from a dull period to one of activity, for the last
three days of this month We offer some especially attractive values in all departments.

l-2- c

I

I
36-inc- h

Percales of best quality, light and dark grounds,
A
all good patterns and fast colors, the regular 15c
.
.
sale
AUV
grade, for this three day

i

Every item quoted is a genuine bargain of exceptional value buy as much as you
t
wish any way you wish it. But remember this sale is for three days,

SATURDAY, MONDAY- AND TUESDAY ONLY

WOMEN'S SWEATERS
OUTING FLANNEL
50 pieces best Outing Flannel in light and dark
patterns, all desirable colors, the regular
12 c
grade, during this sale all you want O
for, per yard
l-2-

8 dozen Women's Sweaters in all Ecru, and Ecru with colored borders, well
knit, perfect fitting and full size, worth regularly 75c each, special for

r.

1 .Jl

'

UKj

good styles, worth up to $2.00 each, for this three day sale, choice

1

'Vr

Men's Outing Flannel Night Shirts in a good variety
of patterns and colors, the regular 65c quality,
fnr this sale

Qfl-

This popular fabric is always in demand.
day sale, all you want of the

12

rCt

Misses Walking Hats, all

$2.65
ACin

lUL

FLANNELETTE

these days, each..
One lot of Women's Sweaters, all wool, either all white or white with
colored bands, an excellent garment in both quality and appear- kJJA.
ance, worth regularly $3.00 each, this sale only

WALKING HATS

Men's All Wool Sweater Coats worth regularly $3.50
and $4.00, large variety of colors and
combinations, special

-

l-2-

c

For this three

quality for, per yard 9c

15c quality for, per yard 12 c
18c quality for, per yard 14c
l-2-

;

These goods are of our usual quality, good patterns and
fast colors. An excellent variety from which to choose.

OUU

Men's Sox in Tan and Black, regular 20c

Chambray Gingham in all solid colors, excellent quality
"I
worth regularly 15c per yard, the kind you wash
without fading, special

Op

20 pieces New Challies, al new patterns and color combinations, a good practical material with a soft finish,
for this sale, per yard

C,

11

rV

VJ

V

grade, spliced heel and toe, made
to wear and give satisfaction, spec- ial, this sale, per pair
Odds and ends of Mallory Cravenette Hats, all
desirable colors and shapes, worth every-(D- p
where $3.50 each, to clean up the lot,
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LAS
OAS, INDIGESTION

LENT PERIOD OF

ANOJIEAHTBliRN

FASTING AND
PRAYER
WEDNESDAY
GINNING

8EASON

SELF-DENIA-

The question s to how long you are
going to continue a sufferer from Indb
seaUon, dyspepsia,
or
itomsch U merely a mat tor t how
soon ytnt be8lu taking some Mspepsln.
If your stomach is lai-kltn
why not help tho stomaidi
to do
wprk, not with drastle drugs,
but u
of digestive
agents, such as see naturally at work
In the stomach.
People with weiik stiotmdis should
take a lit tie Dhtpepsln occasionally,
and there will be no more Indigestion,
no feeling like a lump of lend In the
stomach, no henithum, sour risings,
Kas tin stomach or belching of undigested food, headaches, dlxxInoM or
sick stoiunch, and besides, what you
eat will not .ferment and poison your
breath with nuiiHoou odors, All these
symptoms resulting from a sour,
stoiiimh and dyspepsia are
generally relieved In Ave minutes nf
tor taking a little Olnpcpsln,
do to your druggist and get a !'
cent case of rape's Pinpopslii now,
and you will always go to the (utile
with a hearty appot.lt, and what you
eat will taste good, because your atom
ach and intestines will he clonn and
fresh, and you will know there are
not going to bo any more lmd iitnht
and miserable days lor you. They
freshen you and miike you feel like
life Is worth living.

IS PASSED ON

BE.

OF

L

Wednesday will murk tho beginning of the season of Lent, which U
observed strictly us a period of fueling and prayer by tie Human Cuth-ollc- e
denomination unci by tho Episcopal church a well, la the Calho-lichurch tho observation ot Lent
In prescribed
by the communicant
la a serioa of regulations which are
Bout out by the bishops In charge
ot the various dioceses. These were
lead yesterday In every Catholic
church la the United States.
The Catholic church Is extremely
lenient regarding strict fasting, excepting those who are engaged iu
requiring bodily and
occupations
mental energy, the sick, those of
Immature youth or old age and some
others from close compliance with
the regulations. Unless dispensed by
their pastor, however, those who are
bctweea the ages of 21 and COyedrs,
are obliged to fast
Those who are not able to keep
the fast strictly often are advised to
observe Lent by eating meat but once
each day of the week with tho ex
ception of Wednesday and Friday,
when none Is eaten. On Sunday meat
may be eaten at every meal. Alms
giving, meditation and prayer and
preparation for a worthy reception
of the holy communion at Kastt-- r time
Lv the church as filling
occupations for the faithful during
Lent. Forsaking as much as possible
worldly amusements l also strongly
recommended.
Lent covers the period from Ash
Wednesday to Kater Bunday, It Is
''"
forty days In duration, Hund.-tyKuday In tho
being cou&ted
year is observed a a feast day. The
period U of t?.e same length of time
fasting
a
tiv, sT.i by Christ In who
oh- To those
3drwse.a
literalwell
as
.r.sAi:
i:
a.of
renewal
good
t a
ijiand ofresult
In much
e

M'NABB
MAN WHO KILLED ALLEGED
OF HIS HOME GIVEN
PENALTY

EXTREME

His.

Feb, 27. Union a slay of execution Is granted, K.
In
1, Mc.Nabh, convicted of murder
will
Him Ural ih'greo butt week

Hants

M

N,

lt

hanged on Friday, Maroh 17, JIM I.
was
MoNahu
sHteued to douth
by Judge M. H. Wright, presiding over
lh session of tho dial riot court here,
MuNabb's attorney gav notice of an

court afer
Judge Wright had overruled a motion
for a new trial, Pending the appeal
lo he siin oiiio coiicl, McNabb's ball
was rued at
Id.nun, whlWi, howevor.
he fallal to fiirulnll.
MeNahli shot sad killed It. II, liar
gts, aiailon agent at Vaughn, N. M.,
Roveral moiillm who, Ills defense was
that llargls ruined his homo,
be
When MoNabb was arraigned
fore Judge Wright, tie Blood eTon),
having allied finely from a chair In
slllon before
tho coih'I risiiii to Ills
the biw, ttvery eyn In Hie iiiutt nxmi
While
Was fiutlelied on the lirtmiuel',
siiIiik legal roruiatllles were lielna dla-

aHail to the

siits-em-

I
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OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

Monday
Amel'b'itit

leant
,eiirfiu
Chicago
Jeavi-for training camp at Mineral
s

Wells,

TtX.

team
Chicago National l.eaaiie
leaves for raining camp at Went
linden, lii'l,
Opening of iiiilimicibllit shows In
Kaiisus City, ,Mo and t:iiu Ctt.v, I
Leach Cross vs. Willie lleeehef. I
I

round, at
V

New York City.
Charley While vs. lienny Kaufmiiu,
rounds, at Columbus, u.

Tuesday

n

I

1

e

Jt--

--

tw

-

'f"-tt-'--

l

mi-ro-

CHRONIC ULCEUS
INDICATE DAD BLOOD
Where the llwxl
)ure any wound
heals " fy
or laceration of the
first intention." This W true Iwuhw
nuture has jrovllcil a wumuturiit Ut
the circulation known us J'lastiia,
which joins niu! holds the jdiwe to
gctber until the filiira ami tissues can
In

flu

permanently knit

ntnl

lntcrwt-a-.

elirottl-Whenever tlie ulcer
it is because thin ltealinir quality of
the IiUmsI has been imjmiieif by soma
tha
impurity in the circulation, ami
U
place rcmaina open, infcctinir
lleNh, until the. character of
No mwe
the circulation is clmng-rdcan heal where the bloot is bad j
the morbid impurities on which
It thrives are constantly deposited
Into it by the burdened circulation.
Cleanse the blood and the sore will
lical of it own accord, because then
its very source and foundation will
8. S. 8. cure
have been destroyed,
Chronic Ulcers of every kind forth
one L'iet reason that it thoroughly
purifies the blood. It goes into the
circulation and removes every particle
01 iinrcuoun or
?

tc-cau- se

morbid matter,

enriches the corpuscles, and as.
aists nature in
the formation of

the

nccessury

plusmlc qualities
of thia vital fluid.
No matter front
of the
the
aource
impuritieswhat
blood came, S. S. S. will remove them.
Boole on Sorca and Ulcers and any
medical advice free to all who write.
ihs iwm srswr to co., Atust. a.

satl."
the Oklahoma yotir
A motion for a new t rial was denied
at Tula.
ss1atio
and an upenJ taken to tho supreme
Thursdsy
oourt tit the territory. The appeal
Opeln of lbs ew baseball park iwis as a stay of execution, Mc.Nabh
in lm Agles, Calif,
and tho other prlaoners have been
Friday,
take to Santa Fo.
Of the Hlxty- Aiitiual Indoor gam
Judge Wright sentenceil Luis Tapla
fifilt Heglmenl at liuffalo, New York wiho was oonvletod of murder In the
Oust alhletlo meet between Chicago second degree, in rvo not loss than
and I'urdne Universities at Chicago twelve nor more than twenty years In
Tarda
the territorial penitentiary.
Saturday
Finish fV.ht between Willie Lewis was tonviletd for murdor In tho second degiree, It. Ixdng alleged that he
and Harry Lewis at l'arls, France.
Intercollegiate hockey contest be shot and killed Nora Stewart. A motween Yale and Princeton at Prince- tion for a new trial for Taphi was
denied by .7 ml go Wright ami a formal
ton.
of
the
iiHrfloa of apoal was given.
show
Other priOpening of the annual
Hoston Automobile Dealers' associa soner! wore sentenced as follows:
Alberto Callages, rape, flvo years;
tion.
Annual Indoor meet ot Georgetown 10, Madrll, larceny of ahoop, two
years; T. Madrll, his lurothor, name
University at Washington, IX. C.
Annual tournament of Wisconsin offoniw, ono year sentence Bwwponded
Hlate Bowlers' association begins at on aocount of prisoner's aged father
who needed the wipport of the lad;
Oshkosh,
Intercollegiate wrestling match be lioon radllln, forgery, three years.
tween Yale and Princeton at Prince,
Annittti
C(Mwfcr

intfMHtttl

GOTHAM SEES HAREM SHIRT
27. Brooklyn
New
Feb.
York,
bridge broke It record aa a scone of
dare devil exploits tho other day. A

or
suicide
bridge
professional
Jumper never thrilled the throng of
bridge promenaders more than did
the appearance ot a dashing young
blonde on the thoroughfare, attired
In the new harem skirt the first of
the many New York women publicly
to venture the new affection of men's
clothing, which has attrred continental cities to Hot. It nearly came to
that on the bridge, Tcdeatrlan traffic
was blocked by crowds which collected in her wake and followed her.

Baekaehe, Rhtumatlam, Sleaplesanaaa
tlesult from disordered kidneys. Foley Kidney rills have helped othera,
Uioy will help you. Mr. J. D. Miller,
Syracuse, N. Y., say a: "For a lonx
time I suffered with kidney trouble
and rheumatism. I had severe backaches and felt all played out. After
taking two bottle of Foley Kidney
I'llla my backache is gone and where
! used
to He awake with rheumatic
palna I now Bleep In comfort. Foley
Kidney Pills did wonderful things for
mo." Try them now. O. Q. Schaefer
and Hed Cross Drug Co.
You are probably aware that pneumonia always results from a cold, hut
you never beard of a cold resulting In
pneumonia when Chamberlain'! Cough
Remedy waa nued. Why take tha
risk when this remedy may' be had
for a trifle? For sale by all druggists.
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the firm tad 1li
f ih
ship hutitvt t Hojiklns &
The business thus started
markably succefmful and It

tn 125
Vea lpt,
partnerTtrothors.

was regrew as

Hnltimore grew,
In 1847 Johns Hopkins, Uien 63
yofirs old, retired from the wliolesale

groeeT house, leaving hi brothers
to manage it. He was Interested In
a numher of Baltimore banks. A few
year after leaving the wjholeeale
firm ho became prealdent of the
Bank, a position which he
ihold until Ida death.
Ifoitklrw, llko almost every other
HitocenHful man, was one who was not
afraid of now things. Because a project was new, he reasoned, was no
reason for treating it with scorn as
visionary and impractical. Hall roads
were corn para),! vol y new then, and
as a buslnoMs proposition they were
Mer-cUmt- s

TRYING TO ELECT SENATORS
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vtn,
in the Church 4 th lmHitftW
ervKS
Coijeepilon epe'ibl LtnB
ittUe.
will be Jield fcl) VMv

of Hip (JrrnlH
Itnlvcrsllle

lifwied with lunch. I'l"1 eatno po'i of
Jovial coiMem.pl wMeli luet (h fM4
i Si
pHMllotoll Of luotet'
HophltlS WSS Ptiu of tho f!lt llteti
who saw Hie
of tills new
method of iMtioisiHaiiott, and lie
boitehl slock lit Mo Ht'ni
1Hiifld
evlittllt l!l M.is
tha hsMI
mole A Ohio, H Was a UMiali rosil
Hm lialHitioiP ft MIiIm ttstejoit Iimss
ways limit one, end Hie flualii lal Jo! a
l,.olve,l if tlie tliteHots still stuck
hohlelS of tho fllli,H. WHIP i wi
Inoloot'lf
aewio Ihell Itto ptlVnlcsl Jets Wiilell
The man's luuno was Johns Hop tilled the emlm-onet- i
lf the few htave
Ni4c.isnl4 hi
IiIiim, and alihough the uuivernlty to
yeiHit( over U
nr It sootiwd ittittiM
u
wililch h gave his muiio Is (islay one Mue, lu
tn
of the most, widely known Iu A moil' a, pvlll.ti (hat (I wmiht he
It Is safe to say ttuut two college preo give mi Johtio ),ipiti4 lioloioi.d lbs
,e
M
lilellts In flvo would be at, Ions if liolta t
sIMioiigni
MiiitiKtav,
es fl"llis iiyei Hhlns- tie
asked to tell anything
mote alimtt llloaiil h
lit
than that, 'lie foiindoil a uulver hsd: The Wiliiad nille,l llnonuh,
Aeaiit, In
iet( a panhi (httxtt,
shy,
Johns llopkln's fiuher was a famii etie, io olmhe i lie tinlMiume
t'liiii
and tho boy'.i given name, .Mitis, w
hHii,p,l pff Clin ,irti, t,,ln,, tti'l'lullis
l
tliom tit eavp It: Me a,tvui
II10 fitnilly tinino of an
Ma'hiiid
lie was Isen In I7l anil iiiiiii.iiimi 1,1 H1.1 fsiimd ami the ile
family,
lived on hla faiHior's fiirin until he pfeattt4 KN! (if tto moiei.IV ni
was 17 years old, going to school, mtiinii M4
ttattitsllfed In Hal
wl en there .was any sohool to go to, t liuot ,
MilIn the wlnlor, nnd working
In Hie
l0iltitts Itetet
sn,
ie4' .ttMti-lived lum
ttfield In summer. Then he went to Hal hit
ea
more wllh an unle, let and T, lloi alone,
tie lisi hit fsda, and ,a
foiinrit
lullirt, and Ik'Kiiu to learh the whole
inoiyti livina (IihhI
lnN,l,q
him. au, ,,e had a latsd
aalo geooory buliiewH.
In two
lilie Imiv had learned an much sbonl i,nii,t,t,
(ht,,
,)l(,(B ,() ,fl
mphiov-ahl- e
the business that his tiiiclo wss will lliiintiv ttrt t,,,, hmighi
ituitdM- tit tll paittHiiBQ.
hie to allow hint to tnanaee i, al
Ititt
llioiit'h ho (mil only lit .voacu old. Jxtiiya tl,nllu, one pel piujeel Waa
Tha' we the Ttittii- (tie Itililnh hind he Cmm.iin
t,r
m,jvw,iiv
lit IStil, el hU
ed on (he
nf 'liefloairal,rt Itai', t Ittwpitel-iiKumhed to Wnshlnatitn an,! hunie.l (lit IU,nl-tl,-lyvaq tSl tte,t midot
(he iNtpitol end the While ltiiwi Ihe faeitet-shw, ,tf
"f,,, v
ihd v,MmH.ttt tf e,tieH,ih,ii
,
lniqtn,.w, rovuHHons In nihiiu,iie,
thp
then a tin
fide h) liocaehael, fumt stub rt MvyUiu1..1'
Wliett the old
rha enpttot,
pvfalty dlotiuhed lienWi- died, tvivtutiei' pi, tx;;t, he
Ml
the
httlh nf iB Hat
th
lT'itiiiii jwevy ftcut nit
fnt
ihla nPw.
- a
only 'I'd nrt W, hut piujtvrw,i,l rii ly
H.idvwll.y at v
uHyiily
li,,r,-,ca Kill
tl"''rt 111 nMle t'f h pv Ihflt WWW Nliitll a lertehei'
rt ttttVtt
,t til HqntAA-eI,t a "et.ttvnlemnt
,i.reet. 1,4
!,eV'v tiv he K.laKllied (tt tt
..,.v,vre'W is,nuw
mmitity
Almost one hundred and eleven
y.ra ago there was lxn on a tittle
farm In Maryland a man whisan name
bus been for more than thirty years
a sort of guaranty among physlWana
y
and men w hose
higher ed
tw at Ion,
Tho man led an everyday
sort, of life, lie did ho4 receive more
than the comuumiat sort of a com
iium school education; bo tvevnr wiiHe
a lxMk In hls life, nor look pint In
the tviltilcjil affairs 1114 wtre bis ae
lilevetnenls Iu the busltmss world

ioiii(.ied
of, JiiiIho
biillirr to bring" a hair for McNahb.
TMs vtw done and MeNahh at diwn.
(el
Ill it liioiiietil ho WHS eeilllenlod
nlalld, Judge Wtlghl Ihett paid:
"Under- the law I am rulred to
auk you certain uiipbUihis " The court
holt (imceeried lit ipiei y Ihrt tu lPOUef
MeNrtliti made the
and III iimHiiia
following answers!
ws
"I am nearly foHv veara old.
hoi u Iu Newniit, Teiin., and tmve s
wlfn and one child. Mv wlfe'a e,sio
Is Itatttrt
MeNal.li. Mr rtsualitjiV1
ia
lotliie s A lie tlrtlitpy MeNahh, !
J
Nert
t hrtV-neveit yfaf old
tM1 v
t(t 'tvv (,t,. ,i
Mevlit ftvn
ll Va,lsh.
eo Slid three Veal
fiH-SMi
huve been tuol'lled eisht
ihave tlBVnl' heeit aeiUocd (if 4 'WW
Viii1tt

l.eaiiuo team hefotts"
for
When anhod If he had any thins U
starts
training camp at lllnnlng'
bam, Ala.
say why sentence should not lie
meet of ed uiKm him, McNubb said:
Annual indoor athletic
TS oeatcg day of Lent is called Fordham
at New York
University
"Only that the verdict was not
fact
Wefn';iay because of theheads
City.
just"
iir. asshes are placed upon the
Fencing contests between Harvard
"Under
Judge Wright then, said
f the people by the clergy la token and Yale at Cambridge, Mass.
a
the laiw when a Jury ha
fund
which
In
of the penitential spirit
Jim Barry vs. Con O'Kelly, 10 verdict of murder in the first fjejiee
Irnt Is ti he observed. The ashes rounds, at Syracuse, N. Y.
with the
sentence is not
r drlvd from tort.'.
p)ms Con Cmisky vs. Jack Burns, 15 the the law ItaeM optional that the
provides
judge,
atb round at Muskogee, OkJa.
Me.Bor.1 tii,1 n.4 tm Its
penalty shall be death. To me It Is a
20
vs.
Franklo
I'owell
Burns,
painful duty. I do not act In a perMl Ah
w
li.tm rf
at sa Yrkw-Wto- ,
rtmvU,
sonal
capacity. The Judgment of tho
hb4s cf
r4
, Tommy Quill, 12
iy aiv.tfV M r
JUtttttf
wmrt 1 that you lo taken to tho Jail
bW M' fM
of Guadalupe county, there to ho safeKh-r"fecwuttlutf ,tw .rit'"t (KWw
, snf:ky
PiWtte imtiUlz
ly kept ly Mm sheriff, until Friday,
WA'M
,rf. iMl rv dMV ilhvu
fmnAn, at Wit, Jopb, M,
the 17h of March, 1!U, at 4 p. m at
(V"Wn'
vl"rfiwHl rtiwh
1
fA; fi.v
f
wit Aladrtl,
r
fe.y
which time you Khali within tho
sheriff
to lie eroded by the
jf not more than
and In Uo prewrtv
twenty proti, tho list to lo ap-provyJ by (M dlstrlrH. Judge, 1x taken
vHfJwx
(SiyW-wo.iytt.it
from stibl Jail and by th shrlff of
said
coimty banged by the neck
tk
),
ytiKH,
on
Kt,ii (1h open Iu J'H's- uuM dsid, May Coil have
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(Continued from Page Two)
ernor of tho state, believes ho would
be an ornament to Washington, while
fools cerAlva Adams,
tain that Colorado will do itself an
Injustice if It sends anyone except him
to keep an eye on the republican
In the upper hopse. Bpeer
lias heen accused of being the candidate of the ptibllo utilities companies
of Denver, and tho question of who
Is and who Isn't in favor of tho Moffat tunnel hui also entered Into the
content, ICssontlaJly,
however, tflie
struggle la a personal one, and one
of Whloh the voters of Colorado are
getting tired. Petitions recently sent
to the legislature by business men and
votorti told the member of that body
to choose somebody and then go homo.
In Montana, which for many years
lias had the reputation of selling good
Ronatorshlps at reasonable prices, the
contest Is between Thomae J. Walah,
who 1 considered the candidate of
tho Amalgaamtod Copper company
ami other corporations, and W. Q.
Oororad, a rich cattleman who is the
candidate of the progressive
The demc-iim- t
have a majority of three on Joint hallot, and Senator Thomas IT. Carter, the republican
Incumbent, la attll In the running, hoping to obtain enough democratlo votes
to enable him to return to Washington for another six years.
He has
represented Montana In tho senate off
and on since 1895.
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TAFT SETS DATE

tt(We (itatitUltoiti

mliUee,

doHar.

Hev

utado rvr amdents
sviptM
fwMtt
Mat laud. Vtrslnl
and NMth
tiltiiit. but tmvt of th, details of
ttt ftmn,lln,rf and ntansiSMuont of the
loft lo tntstws. One
uHhwajy
iMUdtHon w a applied to the
bequests to
both Institutions. The money and securities were to be used only for en
dowment. No buildings were to be
built with M10 pHnetpiil. The Lrualeoa
proceeded to olie work 'of organizing
the university and Daniel Colt Gil
man, then president of the University
of California, was chosen to head the
now institution.
The first students
were admitted in October, J876. The
university like its founder's business,
grow gradually but steadily until today it Is ono of the best run educational inntltutlons in Ameoica, and the
"convtJesccnt hospital" liaa become
the center around which has grown
a medical aohool with a reputation so
excellent, that it is only necessary to
say of a doctor "He l a Johns Hopkins's man" to Insure his standing as
a man of ability.

I'OISONJK

NEW NEVADA CODE LETS CONDEMNED MAN ELECT HOW
HE SHALL DIE

w

DOCTORS GET UP BLACKLIST
Atlanta, Ga., Feb, 27 if you haven't
paid your last doctor's hill you had
better slay well In Atlanta,

That'a altout the only course left
open to near alck people in this city
aa the result of action by the Atlanta
physicians, who have decided to blacklist
Hereafter when a man falls to, pay,
the physician will open his hooks, look
down the lists and say, "Mr.
, you
didn't pay Dr.
," and then you will
have to pay or buy patent medicines.
The druggist intend to help the
doctors grow rich by refusing to refill
prescriptions without a fresh order
from the doctor, thus making a second fee. possible.
non-payer- s.

Reno, Nev., Feb. 27 In the criminal practice act as prepared by the
Code commission, which will boon
be in the hands of the legislature,
there Is a section which provides that
a person under sentence of death
may take hla choice, of dying by
taking hydrocyanic acid or being
hanged.
One drop of the poison on the end
of the tongue will produce Instant
death.
When the Code commission was
considering the clause relating to the
infliction of the death penalty it was
suggested that a condemned person
be given the choice of two ways of
There was some objection on
dying.
the ground that it would compel a
prisoner choosing poislonlng to commit suicide .but a majority favored
the plan.
A physician is to hand the poiion
to any prisoner electing to take It
and explain the effect of It and the
proper way to take it. The code provides that on the receptacle containing the poteon there shall be plainly
written:
"There is contained herein a suf
ficient quantity of hydrocyanic acid to
cause Instantaneous death. You are
authorized to take the same for the
into execution
purpose of carrying
the sentence of death heretofore leg
ally pronounced against you."
The code also provides:
"If the defendant, after having
acid,
elected to take hydrocyanic
shall fall or refuse to take the same,
he shall forthwith be hanged by the
neck until dead."
.

MOBILE
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 27.

BALLOON
Many

dignl-tarlo- s

of the Roman Catholic church
were here to take part in the solemn
pontifical maea celebrated in the
cathedral yesterday In honor of the
of the
anniversary
Cardinal Gibfounding of Mobile.
bons officiated at the masa and Rev.
B. C. De LaMornlere delivered the
historical
address.
Archbishop
BlenW of St. Louis, BUhop Shaw of
Mobile and a number of other prelates also took part.

HANGING

SOFIA

LANDS

St, Joseph, Mo Feb. 27 Not know
ing where they were, but believing
they were over Oklahoma, and head- south toward the Gulf of Mexico, W.
F. Asemann and J. M. O'Reilly of St.
Louis in the balloon Miss Sofia, which
left San Antonio, Texas, Friday, land- eel one mile and a half north of Gow- er, Mo during a blinding anowstorm
at 5:15 o'clock Saturday evening. The
balloon had traveled about 750 miles
In twenty-twand a half hours.

J k

KILLED HIS SWEETHEART
Denver, Feb. 27. The case of Michael H. Murphy, a member of the
Denver fire department who is charged wit h the murder of his sweetheart
Anatolia Wunderlee, came up in
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
eoitrt for trial today. The alleged
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to murder occurred on January 15 last
cure any case ot Itching, Blind, Bleed- Murphy sliot and killed the girl while
ing or Protruding Pllea In 8 to 14 he was on her way home from
church.
day or money refunded. 60c.
)

CROWDS

AT CARNIVAL

New Orleans, Feb, 27. What is be
lieved to be the largest carnival
crowd ever gathered in New Orleans
today witnessed the arrival of Rex,
marking the formal opening of the
MardI Gras festivities. Thousands of
persona greeted the king of the carnival aa he came up the Mississippi
river and landed from the royal yacht
The formality of turning over the keys
of the city to him followed.

FOR EXTRA SESSION
THE PRESIDTNT WILL CALL
ECOND

SIXTY-S-

CONGRESS TOGETHER APRIL 4

Washington,

Feb.

27.

President

Taft has set April 4 aa the date ot
the extra session ot congreea. In
case he is obliged to carry out his
threat The intimation that March
20 would be
the date brought requests for delay from Speaker-to-b- e
Clark and Representative
Champ
Underwood of Alabama, chairman-to-b- e
of the ways and means committee.
The president recognized Clark and
Underwood aa the guiding spirits ot
the next house, and agreed to observe their wishes. In case the senate fails to vote at the present session on the Canadian reciprocity.
The additional time wa asked by the
democrats bo they may arrange for
the organization of the new house
committees.
RETIRES
Di27.
Medical
Feb.
Washington,
rector Paul Fltzsimmons waa placed
on the retired list of the navy today,
on account of having reached the
age limit for active service.
MEDICAL DIRECTORS

For Hair

and Scalp
thin

To prevent dry,

and falling hair, remove
dandruff, allay itching
and irritation, and promote the growth and
beauty of the hair, frequent shampoos with
Cuticura Soap, assisted
by occasional dressings
withCuticura Ointment,

are usually effective
when other methods
fail. In preserving, puri-

fying and beautifying
the skin, in preventing
minor eruptions from
becoming chronic, and
in the treatment of torturing, disfiguring humors, rashes, itchings

and inflammations,

from infancy to age,
these, pure, sweet and
gentle emollients have
no rivals.
Brad to Potu-- r Drus A Ckcm. Oorp, Bo,
loo. tor tret lPofc oa Uw skis wl b4it.
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SIGNS OF SI'HING
Every phase and element of life
has its own way of manifesting that
vernal awakening which heralds the
approach of spring. The venturesome
robin faxes forth while the snows of
Winter are stiU to be seen on the
northern side of the hedsjes, and the
timid dandelion 1UU its glorious head
from the melting ice. Furtively come
the small boys with their marbles and
eftsoon the militant goat will adorn
the bock beer sign. These are all
purtenta of spring.
iu many homes today the uneasy
housewife i3 restless and distraut.
Something in the air causes her to
glance disapprovingly at the dining
room celling and remark upon its
geometric lines of discoloration that
trace the lath, beneath. The anxious
father notes these symptoms and is
resigned to the inevitable. On pleasant evenings be navigates his front
through, airing rugs and finds
pori-that something has happened in the
natural geography of the interior.
A strange and intangible spell is over
all, and If lie be experienced ho will
realize that tbe winter's peace and
comfort ia about to be dispelled by
the painter and the decorator. These
ai e spring shadows cast long before.
Spring is a pleasant season for man
and beast, after it once settles down,
But sometimes? the price paid is out of
proportion to t:ia enjoyment it brings.
Of course, houses must be cleaned
and repaired. An unerring feminine
instinct attends to that, and the
male m,uat not interfere. It
is as inevitable as the precession of
the planets that man muEt .eat from
the kitchen table and brUse his shins
iigainst newflyajTanged furniture far
the allotted time. He muat bear with
toe evils of being 'torn up,'' for the
all and sufficient reason that it is so
lecreed fa the domestic calendar.
Although the winds are chilly and
the ground is frozen and the storm
doors are still up, the gentle season
stealthily draws near. It is no use
to protect or argue. Fate has de
cided far in advance that the living
room decorations will be "done over"
and that the adobe will be damp and
soggy with unrestrained washings.
This is one of the elements that make
for variety. Man should not fret nor
worry, for it will not do the least bit
of good. Let him make the best of
the situation while he sits amid the
disconsolate wreck of domestic tran
quality and absorbes the roseate pro
phecies of the baseball page. Spring
ia for all, and there' Is no escaping
its harbingers.
n

o

SHOULD HE HE IIAXGKD?
Following his conviction of murder
in the first degree at Santa Rosa,
K G, McNabb, a traveling salesman,
has been sentenced to pay the ex
treme penalty, death. This 1b the
fu st such sentence passed on a con
victed murderer in any district in
iNew Mexico Cor some months.
It
would perhaps not attract more attention than any similar case, but for
tbe fact that the condemned man's
victim was the alleged wrecker of his
home. Because of this extenuating
circumstance, a move is on foot to
have McNabb's sentence commuted
to life imprisonment The death sen
tence was passed, because the law
prescribes that in first degree mur
der, the penalty 6hall be hanging.
McN'abb's counsel has appealed his
case to the supreme court. This acts
as a stay of execution, though the
date of hanging has been fixed by the
court for March 17. Should" a, man
who kills the despoiler of his" home
be hanged for it?

Every once In a while some movement is set on foot to revise either
all or parts of the Bible and the
world is agog until the movement Is
forgotten. The latest report that
fldats across the Atlantic Is that the
Westminster consistory is going to
Commandments- change the Ten
We are not prepared to cay that the
eminent gentlemen who compose the
Westminster consistory .are incom
petent to undertake this task, but
there is and always will remain a
substantial number of real admirers
of Bible literature and precept who
will resent any tamperlngs with the
King James version.
Restless divines are always look
ing for some new and often fantastic
way of transposing the Good Book.
That these efforts have come to
naught is a matter for congratulation.
It may be that the Ten Command
ments might be improved by re
vision, but millions of intelligent peo
ple on both sides of the globe do not
believe it. Those fine old theologians and scholars who compiled the
King James version were surely in
spired if there is any such thing as
inspiration. Living at a period when
literature was pedantic and "style"
was prized beyond truth or fidelity
to reasoning, they nevertheless translated the Bible from the original text
in words of such simplicity and in
nate beauty that that translation remains today the most Inspiring and
majestic work the world has ever
known.
If it were permissible for the
Westminster consistory to tamper
with the decalogue, then the bars
would be down- - for unlimited aggres
sion upon Holy Writ. There would
be no end until every word from
Genesis to Revelations passed scrutiny and we should have another un
popular "revised version." No for
mer attempt to change the wording
of the King James version was ever
successful. All the scholars in Chris
tendom could not add one touch of
beauty or religious' fervor to the seventeenth century masterpiece.
Religious thinkers have been con
sidering the advisability of compil
ing a Bible for the use of children.
The idea is to eliminate some parts
of the Old Testament that are not
suitable for immature minds. But
that is quite another matter. A
child's Bible could be made without
any resort to the Westminster con
sistory and, indeed, there are such
publications now that serve the pur
pose well- - The human race has made
marked religious progress under the
Bible as it now stands. To attempt
to change that book to conform to
shifting thoughts and manners would
end only in the ultimate weakening
of doctrine and precept. The Bible
as literature which is its strength
and dignity in the minds of many
would not survive the passing of the
King James version.
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Know How to Save Life? IK a. Nation Wide Campaign of Education the Red Cross Proposes to Tell ' You There Are 6,000,000
Deaths Annually in the United States and 65 Per Cent , of the
Deaths Are Duet to Ignorance of First Aid A' New Machine That

1

1

Do You

Scatter Jng
tlie Gospel of
First Aid

p

'.

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING

I

i

!

Breathes.

'

'

"

ELECTRIC LAMPS

,

The Kind lo Decorate the Home

!
If the man in the hotel room next the former amounts There is no tinue this for hours and yet the pato yours were overcome by gas would other cause working to this reduction, tient may be saved. It is never safe
you know what to do to save his life? and nobody denies that it is entirely to take it that a patient is dead from
If you saw a boy drowning would due to the first aid Instruction. The drowning. Give him the advantage of
you know the best way of saving him newly created bureau of mines has re- the doubt by thoroughly administering
cently taken over the first aid work In the artiflliclal respiration.
and resuscitating him?
t The Best at Moderate Prices
How would you save a child from a these districts. Now the Red Cross
The Marvelous Pulmotor
has determined to apply its princilive wire?
Various sorts of suffocation from
These and a score of other similar ple on the broad basis of all indus- gas take a similar
to
treatment
questions are being raised by the Red try and all the country. Doctor Shields drowning in so far as artificial resCross Society in a nation wide educa has been taken over also to aid Major piration ia concerned. In entering
606 DOUGLAS AYE.
tional campaign it is inaugurating Lynch In this work.
a gas filled chamber keep close to
Every community in the United the floor, as most gas is lighter than
with the idea of making great numbers of the people competent to meet States is to be taught the principles air and the air is better low down.
emergency. It is held of the first aid to the injured. The Fill the lungs with air and hold the
any every-dathat not one person in a thousand out society has fitted up a car with all breath for a rush into the room and
side the medical profession knows any the apparatus necessary, has attached a retreat with the sufferer. If you
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
thing of the principles of first aid. to that oar demonstrators and sur- cannot carry him put him on the
Call a
Yet any man or woman is liable at any geons who are the greatest authorities floor and open a window.
tiem to be so placed that that ignor upon tjh qpestlon that the nation doctor. Use artificial respiration.
southern cows and heifers, $35.25;
nONEY AND STOCKS
One of the most ingenious machines
knows, and the whole is perambulatance will mean the loss of life.
and heifers,
native cows
1
New York, Feb. 27. Call money
The Museum for Sanitation and ing about the country carrying Its les- that the world has ever known has
$4. 50 5. 80;
and feeders,
stockers
pamercantile
2
2
per cent; prime
just been invented and takes the
Safety in New York remits that there son broadcast
calves,
$58.25;
$4.405.25;
bulls,
dolper cent. Mexican
First Aid Gospel
western
place of artificial respiration. It is per
are annually five milium accidents in
$.r.25&0;
western
steers,
Sugar
The Red Cross preaches Its gospel known as the pulmotor. It has a hood lars 45. Amalgamated 63
the United States. The greater por
cows,
$3.255.
Gieat
Atchison 104
10 to 15
tion of these occur where there is no in the simplest of terms. In its gen- that may be pressed over the 'ace 121
Hogs 9,000. Market
Central
York
New
of
turned
125;
Then
the
sufferer.
is
Northern
immea
be
can
pfd.
none
stop
eral instructions it says:
doctor and where
Bulk,
cents
$6.907.05;
lower.
Read-in- s
"In case of accident when no doctor and the pulmotor forces the lungs full 108; Northern Pacific 122
diate! v secured. The bystander Is
and butch
8: heavy $6.907; packers
115
Pacific
reverses
of
155
machine
Southern
The
first-aioxygen.
responsible for unnecessary serious is present lfle man trained in
ers, $6.907.05; light, $77.l5.
of the Union Pacific 175
Steel 77
work occupies for the time being the itself and all the contents
results due to his incompetency
Market 5 to 10
Sheep 10,000.
'
contents
out.
are
These
drawn
He lungs
pi eferred 115
Accidents Deadlier Than Tuberculosis same position as a physician.
cents higher. Muttons, $4 4. 60;;
and
The rate at which workers in the should take charge of matters. The may be poisonous and are discharged.
lambs. $5. 25 6; fed wethers
WOOL
industries meet accidental death ap- only persons who should be near the The machine has now taken the
$4. 25 5. 55; fed western
yearlings,
measure of the lungs in question'. It
SC Louis, Mo., Feb. 27 Wool-Ma- rket ewes, $44.30palls the statistician. Out of every patient are tnose actually needed to works
steadily, filling them with
into
in
Do
hurried
him.
not
be
railroading help
hundred men engaged
Territory and
unchanged.
and emptying them of what
who die during the most active period moving a patient and always make oxygen
western
mediums, 1922; fine mo- CHICAOO LIVESTOCK
a man
sure fiist that he Is not going to be in- ever they may contain. It is
of life, between 25 and 35, sixty-fiv- e
fine, 1213.
16018;
diuins,
Feb. 27. Cattle, 20,000,
of artificial respiration
is
ner
that
Chicago,
die by accident. Consumption, the jured by being moved. Broken bones
to 10 cents higher.
Market
will
to
natural
steady
It
breathing.
equal
most dreaded of diseases, takes a toll niubt always be secured before a pa
Texas steers,
riETAL
man
is
the
restore
5.206.20;
there
where
Beeves,
any
of but 10 per cent of these men. Of tient is moved.
New York,. Feb. 27. Lead, market $4.355.70; western steers, ?4.65
will
smallest
of
life
left.
It
spark
miners during the active age, 61 per ."A physician should be consulted at restore
and drowned per- dull 4.40450, standard copper quiet; 5.75; stockers and feeders, 3.85
cent die of accident and but 8 per cent the earliest possible moment, although sons whoasphyxiated
have heretofore been beyonu spot and March 12.1012.20. Silver 5.85; cows and heifers, $2.655.80;
from tuberculosis. A fourth of all injuries appear to be slight In ap- the reach of the most skilled
manip- 52
calves, $7.509.50.
carpenters during the active years die proaching the patient do so calmly and ulators.
Market dull to 10
Hogs 56,000.
28
cool.
without hurry. Be quiet and
of accident, a third of the sailors,
Gerin
cents lower.
This machine was Invented
Light, ?6.907.20;
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
per cent of ironworkers. Summariz- Generally speaking, the first thing to many but a short time ago.
?6.70
7. 15; heavy,
$ 6. 80
The
mixed,
89
27.
Wheat, May
Chicago, Feb.
ing all workers between 10 and 50 do is to get the patient into a safe bureau of mines has secured one
good to
rough,
$6.706.80;
7.10;
July 88. Corn, May 47
years of age, the age of productiveness and comfortable , position. The best which is probably the first In Amerchoice heavy $6.807.10; pigs ?7.20
48
Oats, May 30
July
and value, 20 per cent die by accident. position, unless there is some reason ica. The
machine
has
already
7.50; bulk $6.957.10.
Pork, May 1750;
These are census figures and authori- to the contrary, is on the back with brought to life fifteen men who were 31; July 32
slow to
10000.
Market
Sheep
July
the head low. With a flushed face apparently dead. In a mine disaster July 1675. Lard, May 912
tative.
Native
,
steady.
$34.65; western,
Ribs, May 945; July 915.
In the past twenty years 1 60,000 peo- the head may be raised on a small pil- in Ohio recently two men were 910
yearlings, $4.705.65;
$3.104.70;
ple have been killed by accident, as low; with a pale face it should not found near the entrance.
lambs and natives, J56.10; western,
They were
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
against 110,000 killed in the Northern be raised at all. Unconscious persons apparently dead. There was still a
$56.15.
army during the whole of the Civil cannot swallow, and should therefore bit of warmth in the armpits, Indi- - Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 27. Ca.ttle,
War. The loss to the country through never be given water or stimulants. cating life. The two men were car-- 7,000, including 600 southerns. MarTry a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
accidents Is estimated at 250 million Tight clothing should be loosened. Wa
ket 10 cents higher. Native steers, at the Opera bar. Served from bardollars annually. A careful study of ter should be given when hequired and
$5. 40 6. 60; southern steers, $
rels on the bar.
(Continued on Page Five)
the question results In the estimate a small amount of stimulant on occathat 66 per cent of the accidents are sion. Small amounts of liquor are
due to ignorance and negligence. Thirty-f- stimulating, larger amounts are de
our
per cent are due to the in- pressing. A stimulant should never
evitable risk of employment. Then, af- be given when the head is Injured.
"Whatever the nature of the injury
ter the accidents have happened, there
is the great toll of death that results may be, it must be seen clearly bebecause the bystander does not know fore any attempt is made to treat it.
AT:
In order to do thiB it will generally be
what to do.
clothof
some
to
remove
to
Cross
the
Red
the
The task appealed
necessary
Society. It had recently taken on a ing. This is likely to be a very painnew lease of life. No less a person ful and 'possibly a dangerous process
.I'-than President Taft himself was presi- for the patient unless he is handled
Reductions Commence Mondent of the society. Miss Mabel Board-ma- n with the greatest gentleness. In re
had long been its moving spirit. moving the clothing rip up the nearest
day, February 37, and Close
-:- March
She had reorganized It in 1905. She seam in the outer clothing and cut or
of her energy to tear the underclothing. If the sound
has devoted one-hal- f
it since that time. She Is today the side is undressed first the Injured
This sale includes our latest and newest models
mosit powerful and influential woman will be subjected to less movement,
pf women's skirts shown for Spring 1911. This
In America. She has a wider acquain- In injuries to the foot and ankle It
means that you may have your unrestricted choice
tance with men of national and inter- will rarely be possible to remove the
of our complete line.
We offer them all at
national note than any other Ameri- boots or shoes without giving severe
can woman. She Is a serious thinker pain and perhaps doing damage, so
1
and worker. She uses her acquain- they should be cut freely when this is
15
tance for the furtherance of the big necessary."
Rescues From Drowning
movements with which she is connectThe Red Cross in Its Instructions to
ed. The chief of these is the Red
John B. Stetson Hats for Men, All Colors, AH
rescuers advisies against going into the
Cross Society.
Sizes, AH
Tbe Red Cross has been operating water where there is any other poson an Insecure basis of contributed sible method. It requires a mighty good
funds. The movement to secure an swimmer to rescue a drowning person
endowment fund for it was started in this way. Especially is this true if
The executive committee decided on all the clothes are not removed. The
one million dollars, but President chances ol being of assistance are far
Taft in a public address placed the greater In most cases if. the rescuer refigure at two million dollars. The ci- mains on the bank and devotes himWe offer these in order to make room for new stocks
ties were asked to contribute In pro self to attempts to get some floating
which are
portion of their population. New York object to the swimmer. If the rescuer
daily.
be
should
he
must
water
raised half a million with hardly an
go into the
effort San Francisco was no sooner sure to rid himself of his shoes. It Is
asked than she furnished her portion. wise to take some floating object with
All the other cities are raising their him. Grasp the drowning person from
proportional amounts, and soon the behind. Strike him until he is Insensible If he clinches you. An unconsfund will be intact.
This will give the Red Cross an in- cious person is much more easily
come of $80,000 a year with which to saved.
t
When the endangered person is gotcarry on its work. It ia already
spending $50,000 a year. Additional ten out of the water the first act
sums are used in alleviating suffering should be to loosen his clothing. QuickThese are eoinb&ne-hal- f
in given cases, such as disaster, ly clean any mud from the mouth and
whole dozen lots
time- get in on
throat with a handkerchief on the
p'ague, famine.
them
before
they
gone.
Turn
first
face.
aid to the injured work, finger.
The
the patient on his
under Maj. Charles Lynch, Is already Clasp your hands about his middle,
Women's All Linen Handkerchiefs worth 15c
well under way. Dr. M. J. Shields elevate it, allowing the water to run
each, plain Mite, narrow, hemstitched border
ihiad been for some, years engaged in from his lungs. Turn him on his back!
special price 9c each.
first aid work in the anthracite re- Pull out the tongue by grasping It with
a
dry cloth. Have someone hold it
gions of Pennsylvania. There he had
Ladies' Short Silk Gloves, worth
trained corps after corps in the differ thus, or if alone, tie it This to preent mining canvas to the meeting of vent Its stopping up the throat Put
65c, 6, 64, 7 and 7 all colors, 48c
thjB emergency . when accidents and a pad under the shoulders to expand
duiaster occurred. In many camps the the chest.' Kneel above the head of
training had been so thorough that the patient Grasp the arms at the
one man in twenty had become skill- elbows. Raise them outward and upTHE STORE OF
515-51- 7
ed in first aid work. Under these con- ward above the head. Hold them
QUALITY"
ditions it was held that wherever an there for two seconds. Press them
Oppositev ;
Railroad
accident occurred there would be a down to the sides arid hard upon th
Gastaneda
man who would know Just what to do. chest to contract it. 'Then up again.
Avenue
In many of these mines the amounts Continue this artificial respiration unHotel
of money paid out in sick and death til the patient breathes of his own
accord. It may be necessary to con
benefits have been reduced to one-hal- f
mmimmimS!Bg
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Skirt Week

Bacharach's
'

Saturday,

LITTLE SNICKERS

Loud attire naturally speaks for
itself.
Some men are almost as contrary
as some women.
The proper time to do a thing Is
when it should be done.
Some men are as easily rattled as
others are hard to shake.
have been
Even watered stocks
known to take 'a drop too much.
One kind of a hypocrlt is a man
who pretends to be busy when he
isn't.
Nothing ventured, nothing gained
but you may be able to keep what
you have.
There seems to be no place like
home for most of the charity that
begins there.
A man never hires a brass band
to herald his coming out at the little
end of the horn.
Ever know a woman who got as
m&ny buggy rides and flowers after.
marriage as before?
And the man who tells tiresome
stories usually manages to finish
them in spite of Interruptions. '
How about the eternal fitness of
things when a young man sows wild
oats and reaps a grass widow? '
In the newspaper of the future the
police court reporter, who can fight
if he has to, will handle the marriage
announcements.
I
When a man's bald spot commences
to show below his hat it is time) to
commence taking the raindy day pro
'
position seriously.
While we never have regarded
dancing as the origin of sin, the fact
is that very few men dance Just for
the exercise they get out of the performance.
Occasionally, Mother does the work
and lets Daughter loaf, because that
arrangement makes Mother's Work
easier; It is so much easier than mak
ing Daughter do it.
r. ,TA ,rt,
i v .vt

and PIANO LAMPS

4th

Per Cent Off

$4.00

$2.08

Styles......

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 Men's Hats
arriving

Special Numbers

35c, 50c and 65c Men's
Sox at
v:w.
...19c
at a

-

and

areall

E. Las Vegas.
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Prescripiiopist

FATHER O'RYAN

PERSONALS

R--

J

E. Hatcher of Trinidad is among
tne business visitors in the city today.
A. O. Preston of
Greeley, Colo., was
a business viator in Las Vegas today.
R. E, Aldredge and Miss .Helen Aid
redge of "Springer were Sunday guests
in Las Vegas.
i.
T. h. MoMff of Kansas City is" here
today selling goods for Burnham,
Hanna and Hunger.
ILoulg C. lfeld, assistant district attorney, will go tonight to Santa Fe
on legal business.
Jacob Davidhizer, who resides on
mesa farm," las returned from an ex
tended visit to his old "homo in In
diana,

sjhe man

who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

J
1

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT
PORK
MUTTON
VEAL
CHICKENS
HAMS AND
BACON

PHONE

144 AND 145.

NO DAY LETTERS
BY POSTAL CO.

asserts service

mackay

is so

'unnecessary

-

New York, Feb. 27. President
Clarence H. Mackay, president of the
company, in
Postal Telegraph-Cabl- 6
an announcement made today, In regard to the Western TJnion's proposed
day letter service, says:
"The Postal gives such a fast day
service that there Is no occasion for
any deferred service. Besides, we are
not a, deferred company. We rush
our traffic through to destination,
within a few minutes from the time
it is handed to us. We do not believe the public has any use for a
deferred day service, because the
present day service and night letter
grams service seem to be amply eur
ficient. And we do not think there
is any demand for an intermediate
service, which would be no different
from the night lettergram service in
its practical working. Deferred day
service would get mixed with our
hamregular day business and would
per and delay it. Fast service is what
the public wants, not a deferred or
'
6low service."
MINE

VICTIMS

BURIED

Tonopah, Nev., Feb. 27. The doors
of every business house in town are
draped in black because of tne ueimont disaster when 17 miners lost
their lives by fire. All stores were
closed today and all' the mines shut
down during the funeral exercises lor
the dead. A special train brought
several hundred from Goldfield. The
aus
funeral was conducted under the
pices of the .miners' union.
-

that the
You may have noticed
woman
who fcnew you as an onery
wonder
boy Is usually possessed of a
ful mentory.
;

Don't snend too much time con
someone else
templating the failure of
if you yourself expect to succeed.

LOOK
,

The perfect food is

Grape-Nu- ts
M..
a Reason

PM-

-

:

1

RANK

returns for

1910, of for the year Harvard, Iowa, Indiana
universities and Virginia.
leading
Chicago and Michigan have passed
have just been tabulated as follows:
Harvard,
Pennsylvania has changed
Columbia, 1910, 7,711; 1909. 6.132;
places with Cornell, Illinois has been
1908, 5,675.
passed by Minnesota, California and
Chicago, 1910, 5,883;
1909, 5,487; Wisconsin
have
changed places,
1908, 5.114.
Northwestern has passed Yale and
Michigan, 1910, 5,339; 1909, 5,259; Syracuse, Kansas has outstripped
1909, 5,188.
Iowa and Indiana, as Tulane and In'Harvard, 1910, 5,329;; 1909 5,558; diana have Iowa and Johns Hopklni
1908, 5,342.
and Virginia have changed places.
The number of
undergraduate
Pennsylvania, 1910, 5,187; 1909,
women shows a decrease at the ma4,857; 1908, 4,555.
Cornell. 1910, 5.169; 1909, 5.028; jority of the institutions quite an
unusual condition. Harvard contin1908, 4,700.
ues to lead in the number of men
Minnesota, 1910, 4,972; 1909 4,351;
followed by Michigan, Yale,
students,
1908, 4,607.
Princeton, Wisconsin, Chicago, CoCalifornia, 1910, 4,758; 1909, 4,084; lumbia, Cornell, Minnesota; including
1908, 3,751.
the women the order is Harvard,
Wisconsin, 1910, 4,745; 19094,245; Michigan,
California,.
Wisconsin,
1908, 3,876.
Minnesota, Chicago, Syracuse, Colum-blTexas
and
Yale, Princeton,
Illinois, 1910, 4,659; 1909, 4,502;
Kansas. Each of these institutions
1908, 4,400.
New York University, 1910. 3,947; enroll more than 1,000 academic students.
,
1909, 3,843; 1908, 3,951.
The number of scientific students
Nebraska, 1910, 3,661; 1909, 3,402; is
than last
considerably smaller
1908, 3,154.
year. The institutions that attract
3,543; 1909, more than five hundred students to
Northwestern, 1910,
3,197; 1908, 3.113.
their engineering schools are CorYale, 1910, 3,287; 1909, 3,276; 1908, nell, which continues to maintain its
3,466.
old lead in this field, Michigan,
Yale, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania,
Syracuse, 1910, 3,248; 1909, 8,248;
Ohio State, California, Columbia, Min1908, 3,204.
Ohio State, 1910, 3,181; 1909,3,012; nesota, Missouri and Nebraska, in
the order named. The first four en1908, 2,700.
Missouri, 1910, 2,678; 1909, 2,589; roll more than one thousand students

Registration
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WHITE MAN

NORMAL BOARD OF REGENTS EX
TENDS INVITATION TO NOTED
DENVER DIVINE

AND WORSE YET, VICTIM OF THE
THEFT WAS PARSON OF THE
A. M. E. CHURCH

No Payment Down

Upon the order of the board of re
gents of the New Mexico Normal Uni
Week
$1.00
versity President Frank H. H. Roberts
has been Instructed to Invite the Rev.
Father William O'Ryan, pastor of St
During February Only
Leo's church, Denver, to make the adaddress to the graduating class at the
The low price with the
annual commencement
next June.
.
Romero, county treasurer and rresiaent Roberta today wrote to easiest terms ever made on a
collector, hag returned from a trip to Father O'Ryan and hopes to receive high grade machine.
EveryEstancia.where he has extensive in a favorable reply from him in the body can now hear the great
tereste. , .
singers, minstrels, choirs and
near future. Father O'Ryan is con
bands right in their homes. No
Kev. Father J. p. Moog arrived to sidered one of the ablest pulpit orators
day from his parish in San Jose and in Colorado. He Is a consistent and more long winter evenings.
will spend a few days here on church persevering worker in the cause of Mail your order or come in at
We Pay All Freight
business.
education and i3 to be found identified once.
A. O. Jahren has returned to his with many movements for betterment
Hundreds of records to select
home in Wagon Mound after having and advancement of Denver and
from. The same terms apply,
spent a short time here looking after throughout Colorado. If it is possible
during February on
for Father O'Ryan to accept the invi
(business affairs.
Jack Mennet left this afternoon for tation Las Vegas people will have an
his home in Linares, Mex. He had opportunity of listening to an able ad
been here to attend the funeral of his dress.
Action concerning the Normal sum
mother, Mrs. A. Mennet
school was taken by the regents
tper
Mrs. M. C. Harris, a niece of Mrs,
Chas. Rosenthal, is here from Pres at their meeting Saturday evening. It
was decided to make this department
cott, Ariz., for a visit to her aunt.
The prices on Talking
of the work of the school the best in
She expects to be here a week or two.
the territory of New Mexico. Ten Machines and Records are the
same as in New York, Chicago
Miss Reeves Kelly, who spent Sun members
of the Normal acuity have
or Back East.
day with relatives in Las Vegas, been
engaged to teach during the
last
returned
night to Wagon summer school, which will be con
where
she
is teaching ducted
Mound,
under the direction of Presi
school.
dent Roberts.
Charles Veeder of Schenectady, N,
ine rouowing subjects will be
Y., is here for a short visit to his
taught: Sociology, economics, history,
cousins, John D. W. Veeder and El civics,
O posite Y. M. C. A.. E. Las Vegas
psycology, literature, pedagogy,
mer E. Veeder. He is on his way
Spanish, agriculture, manual training,
to California.
domestic science, botany, mathema
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Bell left tios,
physical
drawing,
GOSPEL OFHRST AID
last night for their home in Minnea practice teaching, geography,
vocal music and in
polis, Minn. They were called here strumental music.
last week by the death of Mr. Bell's It was decided to conduct the
(Continued from Page Four)
train
sister, Mrs. A. Mennet.
ing school during part of the summer
ried out and the pulmotor was ap
J. C. Rummell, who has been visiting term. The primary
grade will be con
in Indiana, where he resided before ducted
plied. They are both alive today.
during the entire term, which This
machine will unquestionably be
locating in New Mexico, has returned. will begin immediately after the close
the means of saving thousands of
He brought with him a family whom of the regular session in June.
The
he will locate on his farm.
children who attend during the sum lives in the future.
Miscellaneous Cases
Mrs. Max Nordhaus and children mer term will be given the preference
A live wire may be safely cut with
are in Santa Fe, where today they for admission during the fall and win
hatchet or an ax with a dry wood'
attended a family reunion on tttie ter terms. Credits for graduation and
occasion of the birthday of Mrs. egrees may be obtained by attend en handle. The current may be
short circuited by throwing a crow
Nordtoausir father, A. Staab, the well ance at the summer school. , i
known- capitalist and New
The San Miguel county teachers' bar or any metal tool across it. If
Mexico
institute will be conducted In the there is a victim on the wire the
pioneer
must be done be
Mrs. William J. Mills and daughter, Normal building during a portion of short circuiting
electrical supply
tween
and
him
the
summer
term.
the
President
Roberts
Miss Madeline, who came to Las VeWith rubber gloves, a mackintosh or
has
been
conductor
of
the
appointed
the
of
to
funeral
attend the
gas
as a nonconductor it
rubber
late Mrs. A. Mennet, returned this institute by County Superintendent is safe sheeting
to
hold of a man lying
take
MSchools
F. DesMaraie. Mrs.
afternoon to Santa Fe. They expect
on a live wire and drag him off. Sev
Mrs.
Leona
Lou
and
of
Raton,
Logue
to make an extended visit to this
Cobb of Las Vegas will assist. The eral thicknesses of silk are effective,
city early in the summer.
will continue for eight or even a dry cloth. A woolen cap
institute
' Miss'
Margaret Healy, a member of
Attendance during the first Is good. In doubtful cases the insu
weeks.
the faculty of the Normal University,
four weeks will be voluntary. Those lation should be aided by standing
Ms written that she will be able to reand on a drv board or on newspapers. If
who wish credit for attendance
turn from her home in Vermont In desire to receive
the $15 payable for the wire is under the patient and the
time for the beginning of the spring
is dry, it is safe to stand on
third
grade teachers, must attend ground
term of school. Miss" Mildred Hansen
and pull him off the wire
the
ground
the last four weeks. Dr.
of Denver who has been teaching in during will issue circulars soon
bare
with
the
hands, touching only
giving
Miss Healy's place, will return Friday
A wire lying on a
full information concerning the Insti his dry clothing.
to her home.
be
victim
flipped off with
safely
may
tute.
Use artificial
or
stick.
board
a
to
dry
Judge C. J. Roberts returned
The regents accepted the resigna
Raton Saturday night, after dispos- tion of Miss Rambo, head of the do respiration.
Where arteries or veins are severing of several " important hearings mestic science department, the resig.
had in chambers here last week, He nation to become effective March 4. ed a patient may bleed to death bewill pass through the city this even- Miss Rambo has accepted a position fore, a doctor arrives. Immediate ac
ing on his way to Santa Fe to at- as head of the domestic science de tion is necessary. Life depends on
tend an adjourned session of the su- partment of the West Texas Normal it. If the blood flows, in Jets it is
preme court," which convenes in the College. Her resignation was regret from an artery and is most severe.
Find the artery between the wound
capital March 1.
ted by the board of regents.
and the heart and bring pressure to
Ret. Father W. L. Kearney, pastor
bear on it Dig, vigorously into the
of the Church of the Precious Blood,
man's muscles, feeling for a pulsing
one of the largest (parishes in Chicago,
FOUND IN
artery. When that artery is found
left this afternoon for the Windy City SAWS
press it between your finger and a
after having spent several days here
bone. The blood will be shut off as
as the guest of Rev. Father Bernard
CELL will the water in a hose when you
Naugfoton, w!ho formerly was assistant
stand on it. This gives an opportunFather
pastor Jo Father Kearney.
ity for the formation of a' clot in the
Kearney stopped here while on his
ACCUSED
OF
STEALING
PRISONER
artery below the pressure point. If
way home from a trip to Mexico
$56,000 IN BULLION ABOUT
you grow tired, knot a handkerchief
where ho had been for the benefit of
about the limb, causing the knot to
TO ESCAPE
his health. While in Las Vegas he
press on the artery. Bleeding from
made maii (friends.
veins may be stopped by bandaging
Salt Lake City, Utah, Feb. 27.
them tightly. Never touch a wound
Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
O'Day of San Francisco, arrivexercise, insufficient mastication of ed in Salt Lake City yesterday with with the fingers where this can be
as infection may take place.
food, constipation, a torpid liver, worfor Charles Barrett avoided,
ry and anxiety, are the most common requisition papers
The nearest thing to antiseptic bandcauses oft i&oinach troubles. Correct alias McCatoe, wanted in San Francisco
should always be
bars of ages procurable
your habits,, and take Chamberlain's for the theft of thirty-fiv- e
'
Stomach and Liver Tablets and you gold bullion, valued at $56,000 from used. .
Broken limbs should always be
will soon be well again. For sale by
the steamier Humboldt in transit, last
all druggists. ,.r
splintered in place before an Injured
September.
person Is moved. Do not allow any
O'Day started for California with movement at the
"What name, please?" asked the
point of injury, or
clerk in the department store, pre- bis prisoner today.
the .bone points will lacerate the
It developed yesterday that twice flesh. To determine when a memparing .to make out his joharge slip.
"Miss A.' Carr," replied the' purchaser. within the past week saws had been ber is in its proper position compare
"And do you, often' ' asked the clerk; found In Barrett's cell in the city
it with its fellow on the opposite side.
were on each occasion found Dislocated
for he himself was a suburbanite.
fingers may be slipped inbefore they had been used. After the to
place by pulling on them, but other
You may think waiting for a train second discovery Bennett was remov- dislocations are too
complicated for
Is a tiresome Job. but that is because ed to a cell in the county Jail.
the untrained.
you never were a farmer waiting for
All these .things are but a smatrain during drought
Remember the Name '
tering of the first aid information that
Foley's Honey and Tar for an coughs Is being . formulated, simplified and
d and
for croup, bronchitis,
colds,
Outside .of, organized and
out by the first aid to the inhoarseness and for racking la grippe given
pugilism, the man who talks a
branch
of the Red Cross in Its
coughs. No opiates. Refuse substl-tues- , jured
good deal about his fighting ability,
JRed Crosa campaign for more efficient prevenQ. CScbaefer
aM
"
' ttmch.
aoert'K'l
tion and treatment of accidents.
Drug'Cd.

'

Per

ROSENTHAL

-

Ro-bert- s

PRISONER'S

De-testi-

loud-voice-

Read "The Road to WellrUle."

"There

A

Las Vegas' name will go thundering down the aisles of time and this
town will be immortalized in history
as the first community in which a
chicken had ever been stolenfrom a
colored gentleman by a gent of the
Caucasian race. The liking of the
negro race for white meat anddrumb
sticks and giblet gravy is well known
and the colored man. has been accused ever since the days of Ham of
being the nocturnal raider of chicken
roosts. But it remained for C. W.
Reeves to put the reverse English
on this well established
practice.
Yesterday morning he was caught in
the act of raiding the roost of W.
H. Prince, parson of the African
Methodist Episcopal church.
"Pah eon, dere's some 'un in yo
chicken roost" said one of Mr
Prince's neigh bo rei about 9 o'clock
yesterday morning, as he breathless
ly summoned the clergyman to the
door.
"I done seen 'im prowlin'
roun' and I figahs I better tell yo."
The parson hurried to the hen
Horrors!
house.
His big
Bull
Cochin hen, which had been sitting
upon a dozen high grade eggs, had
Tracks were seen in.
disappeared.
the mud and snow. Following these
with the intrepedity of a Boy Scout
he found they led to a nearby house.
Peering through the door the parson
saw a man with a sack on his back
while through the cracks of the bund
ing he heard a Tew excited cackles.
"Star whar yo Is," commanded the
parson. "I'se got mah eyeball fixed
upon yo and yo can't git away." Then
he send for Officer Kelly, who took
Reeves in charge. Reeves this morn
ing told Judge Murray he was drunk
and didn't know what he was doing.
He said he didn't believe he stole
chicken. He got thirty days in the
county jail, which will prolong his
stay here about twenty-nin- e
days, as
he is a gentleman of travel and had
Intended spending only a brief time
in this city while seeing the places
of Interest.
A white man stealing a chicken
from a colored preacher on Sunday
morning can you beat that? Come
on you poets and historians
and
seize your quills. Las Vegas' future
'
'glory is assured.
A piece of flannel dampened wltn
Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
to the affected parts is superior to
with
any plaster. When troubled
lame back or palna in the side or chest
give it a trial and you are certain to
be more than pleased with the prompt
relief which it affords. Sold by all
druggists.

It seems that the only reason some
married people live together is that
they have gotten into the habit.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
A man's private affairs are a great
bore to all except gossips and the
woman who loves him.

a,

lilt-noi- s,

1908, 2,558.
Texas, 1910, 2,697-

Kansas.

,

--

Illinois now attracts the largest
number of medical students, followed
by New York University, NorthwestJohns.
ern, Pennsylvania, Tulane,
Hopkins, Michigan and
Columbia,
each with more than three hundred.
In law. Harvard and Michigan have
passed New York University followed
by Minnesota, Columbia and Pennsylvania.
All schools of agriculture continue
to show an increase. Minnesota at
the head of the list while Cornell
has passed Illinois. Of the architectural schools Cornell and Syracuse
show slight losses. The others registered an Increase especially Illinois
and Columbia. The largest schools
of commerce are those of New York
University, Pennsylvania and Northwestern and all show considerable
gains in attendance over last year.

1909, 2,492; 1908,

1910,

2,246;

1909, ,2.144;

2,086.

1908,

Indiana,

1910,

2,102;

1909

2,231;

2,113.

1908,

Tulane, 1910, 1,985; 1909, 1,882;
unknown.
Iowa, 1910, 1,957; 1909, 2,246; 1908,

1908,

2,356.

Stanford,
1908,

1,648; 1909,

1910,

1,620;

1,541.

Princeton,

1910,

1,451; 1909, 1,398;

1908, 1,314.

Western Reserve, 1910, 1,274;
1,083; 1908, 1,016.

'

-

1909,
N

Johns Hopkins, 1910, 784; 1909,
710; 1908, 698. .
Virginia, 1910, 688; 1909, 767; 1908,
757.

Four institutions
exhibit a de
crease in the grand total enrollment

that lying on the floor? A boy's leg
covered with blood and clad In stocking and gym shoe. Quite realistic!
HORRIFIED AUDIENCE The stunt was performed this way.
Frank Roberts, who Impersonated the
doctor, had In his satchel a piece
PATROL OF BOY SCOUTS SPRING of tin covered with black cloth. It
was on this he worked with his saw,
"FAKE" ACCIDENT DURING
bringing out the rasping sound. He
GYMN CARNIVAL
had also In his grip a form of a human leg and foot This he cleverly
By pulling oft a clever stunt the substituted for Stewart's limb while
Las Vegas patrol of the Boy Scouts the latter drew his leg up under him
Saturday night horrified, pleased and and kept it concealed while he was
scared an audience In the Y. M. C. being placed on the stretcher.
This was one of the features of
A.
Two
basketball
gymnasium.
an entertainment given by the scouts
of
whom
half
made
up of boys,
teams,
Buslnest
were dressed as girls, had engaged to swell their treasury. The
Men played a game of volleyball and
Kenneth
in a big contest. Suddenly
the Seniors put up one of the classiest
Stewart, one of the players, let out
some time. The
an awiui yen ana aeciarea nis teg contests seen here in
was a success. It was
had been broken. A doctor was entertainment
summoned. He gave Stewart two planned by Scoutmaster George Fit
'
slmmons.
tremendous
hypodermic Injections.
Then he drew out a saw and carved
off his leg. The grating of the doctor's saw on the boy's' leg made a
blood curdling sound. Women fainted:
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
almost and strong men blanche-dEstimates Furnished on All Kinds of
pretty near. Then Stewart was carried
Building Job Work a Specialty
off on a stretcher.
But what was Phone, Main 336 J
Opposite Optio
A

REALISTIC STUNT

Frank Revell,

A doctor Is about the only man who
can lose sleep to good advantage; he
gets paid for it
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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Which Side are You On?

,

Of course it is easy to spend, but it is not as hard
essential point, in
We are ready to
open

0
q
0
0
0
0

0

The
,,,,,, to save as you imagine.
banking1 your money is to start.

;

Jail-The- y

to your food.

;

:

hluhu iiLmiuuo HOW THE BIG COLLEGES

GRADUATES

v

prompt as to make them

:

I

twenty-seve- n

IHE

JOHN. A. PAPEN

IlLVIIIIfll'T

ROBBED BY

The Edison or The
Victor Talking
Machines

BEEF

IIMLIJIJII

WILL ADDRESS

or Express Charges.

WE HAVE A

"

Columbia Grafonola
' ,'Favorlte"S50.00

.

.

A Savings Account
with you on a deposit as small as one dollar. We
will pay you interest from the day we receive your
money. Make your start now. .

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0

00000000000 0000000000000000000000000000O
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ENTAILS

OF

CARE

THE TIGER CHURCHES IN PANAMA FOR
WHICH

MARKS

UNCLE

SPORT WITH GRAVITY.
Safety of One's Companions Is Always
a Matter of Great Concern Dan-- .
ger Invests Hunt With
Fascination.

Ui
ow

COLUMN

Optic'

Number, Main 2.

VATE8 FSR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five centt per line each Insertion
Estimate tix ordinary words to a line.
Na ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
a Dooked at space actually set, with
eut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Male and Female
Help Wanted
,

WANTED Woman for downstairs
work and as cook. Good wages. Mrs,
Cecilio Rosenwald, corner Seventh
street and Baca avenue.
WANTED Ladles and gentlemen for
desirable local work, $15.00 per week
guaranteed. Enquire 710 Lincoln
avenue.
WANTED Dining room girl at
Railroad avenue.
WANTED A first class cook In
of four. Apply 1031 Sixth.

403

fam-il-

Wanted
WANTED TO BUY A roll top desk,
one six foot show case, two good
suddles and bridles, two pacing ponies, must be gentle, 50 Plymouth
Hock
hens. Quote lowest cash
prioes. W. T. Brown, M. D.,
Watrous, N. M.

SAM HAS EIGHT
MIXED MEMBERSHIP.

WITH

OLIVES

Executive Council of One Church Is
Composed of Men of Every Denomination Illustration of Practicability of Church Union.

Perhaps some of the fascination of
tiger shooting lies In the mischier that
results from bad shooting or methods.
This entails a carefulness which Invests the sport with a gravity, marking It as apart from other shooting.
For first and foremost stands the
safety of one's companions, whether
they be beaters, trackers or elephants.
"Shoot dead or leave well alone" Is a
counsel bf perfection which should
ever be borne In mind, even If not always attainable. With the tiger lying
dead or gone away unwounded the
trouble Is ended until you wish to
start It again. With a wounded beast
afoot the trouble Is hardly yet begun
save in the matter of getting beaters
and such like up trees or out of danger's way elsewhere.
With elephants, especially howdah
elephants, pursuit may begin at once
or be delayed, according to circumstances. Without them an hour or
two's Interval or more on occasion
should elapse before starting on what
may be a pleasant or an unpleasant
duty, according to the sportsman's
taste in these matters. But a duty It
(nearly) always it. Wounded tigers
are not articles to be lightly left littering a place.
The Interval before pursuit allows
of a chance of three things and of
one other which must be accepted unwillingly. The wounded tiger may die
either directly from the wound or from
the effects of drinking water on certain wounds. The wound may Incapacitate him, from loss of blood pr
stiffening, for mischief. And his rage
may have time to cool down. But he
may also get clean away.
Its methods
The pursuit begins.
must vary under the many circumstances possible. Sometimes a tracker Is necessary, and he works covered by rifles under the trunk of an
elephant or close to the sportsman If
he be on foot. Risk there is, especially In dense country, but with proper caution and precautions ft is reduced to a minimum, such as previous
reconnoissance by hawk eyed experts
up trees, stone throwing, the careful
noting of the movements and sounds
of animals, especially those of the
ubiquitous monkey, peafowl or crow.
The treed experts having "made
good" a zone, It is traversed and another started on. Sometimes if the
covert Is dense and impossible and If
a herd of buffalo or even of goats be
procurable they can be driven into,
particularly likely places. Although
buffalo have a wholesome dislike of
tiger, still on occasion they will face
him en masse. Sometimes they perform their duties rather too well, and
with horn and hoof obliterate him,
dead or alive. More usually they
cause him to move, and so give a
chance of a shot. Badminton Maga

Although it is the common thought
that most of the men now working on
the great Panama canal have left
their religion behind them in the
states, those who live in the canal
tone, writes a correspondent of the
Christian Intelligencer, know there
are many who observe the laws of
Moses and lead the same pure lives
they did at home.
When the canal was begun and
President Taft, then secretary of war,
made his famous speech, saying: "We
must provide for the families of the
men who are to build this canal or we
shall have a hell on earth," he was
even wiser than he knew.
Family quarters were built, many
men brought or sent for their wives
and children, and It has paid. Family
life and the presence of good, pure
women in their homes have been powerful Influences for good.
These families coming from every
state in the Union meant that schools
and churches must be provided. Again
Uncle Sam met the need, and at every
town along the line of the canal built
Behoolhouses and churches. Teachers
were obtained from the states. Chaplains were employed to attend to the
religious needs of Americans, i
Eight chapels were built, and every
one has at least one service each Sabbath. These are
buildings
with lodge rooms on the second floor.
The room on the ground floor, known
as the church, is capable of seating
about 250 people. A pulpit at one end
of the room, piano and some folding
chairs constitute the furnishings.
All authority rests in a body elected
by the people attending the church.
The executive council of the church in
Cristobal is composed of men of every
denomination. There are one Methodist, two Baptist, two Presbyterians,
one Congregatlonalist and one Lutheran.
The membership is made up of
"those who love the Lord." Membership in the home church is not
changed, for no one in the "zone" expects to stay long. The service is
well
broad, the hymns are those
known in all denominational circles,
and altogether we afford a good illustration of the practicability of church
two-stor- y

union.

The audiences are
interesting.
There are many young couples here
just starting on their married lives
coming to the isthmus with the "golden mist" still about them. In the back
WANTED Every lady and gentle
rows are many keen, clear-cu- t
faces
man In Las Vegas to try box ball.
among the bachelors. There are a
few, a very few, young ladies; nearly
all of them are nurses from the nearby hospital, though a few are clerks
and stenographers.
In Cristobal church a social is held
FOR SALE Sixty head of fine
once a month with a little entertainmules and horses, right size and
ment or refreshments.
These are
zine.
ages for tarm or public work. Chas..
managed by the ladies interested and
are a means of welcoming the never-endin- g
Glasgow, Colfax, N. M.
Fishes Don't Need Ears to Hear.
As there are no
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Just because fishes haven't ears Is financial demands upon the church
us in the
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money no reason why they- - can't hear, ac- (our fuel bill doesn't perplex
never
socials
are
these
tropics),
given
Dr.
to
WebArthur
Gordon
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- cording
of physics in Clark uni for the purpose of raising money. The
ster,
professor
2.
E.
R
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan,
gie
versity, who recently opened a series temporary feeling that prevails on the
of lectures on "Sound In Speech and isthmus is not conducive to an esFOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- Music" at th
University of Pennsyl- tablished church, as the average
length of time men stay is but two
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- vania.
ords at The Optic office.
Doctor WebBter declared that sound years.
Is motion. "The outside of the ear,"
he said, "Is not necessary to hearing.
Unique Water Bicycle.
It is possible to hear through the
A curious
craft has made
teeth. This can easily be proved' by
waters about
in
the
its
appearance
a
between
teeth
the
pencil
putting
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern and holding it on the sounding board New York, which, for lack of a better name, might be called a "water
of a piano.
house. 1034 Eighth street.
d
"There has been much discussion bicycle." It comprises three
which support an Iron
floats
to
fish
as
can
whether
hear.
Some
FOR RENT The box ball alleys for
persons have declared that fish cannot framework similar to that of a bi
bowling parties.
distinguish sounds because they have cycle. These little floats are made of
no ears, but sound is motion, and as light cedar wood and are hollow. The
Remember the Name
as vibrations reach the inside of construction of the machine admits of
Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs L long
fishes'
heads it makes no difference their being turned up on end and
and colds, for croup, bronchitis,
or emptied of any water that
hoarseness and for racking la grippe whether they have ear orifices or cleaned,
may have leaked in. The gear is like
not."
No
substiRefuse
opiates.
coughs.
that of a bicycle and is connected by
tues. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
a universal point, to a shaft which
Co.
Dm
School Banks Nothing New.
carries a small screw propeller loThose who believe that the school cated between the two rear floats.
savings banks are a recent thing are The entire machine weighs but sev
.pounds.
mistaken, for school savings banks enty-fiv- e
have been In operation in the United
By Studying
States more than quarter of a century.
Sending a Man to Coventry.
The Ads You
The first bank was opened In a Long
Island school In 1885, and In the 26
The expression "sending to Covenyears that have followed, the number try" had a military origin, according
Increase Greatly
of banks has been increased to 108. In to the London Chronicle. It arose, so
1910, deposits were collected In 7,330 it is said, in the days of Charles I.,
Your Chances
schoolrooms or stations and the depos- when the Inhabitants of Coventry
itors numbered 166,625. In the years strongly objected to any intercourse
since the first bank was established with the military quartered in their
of "Living
tho total deposits have amounted to town, and a woman known to speak to
$4,618,734.96. The withdrawals in that a man in a scarlet coat was at once
Happily Ever After!
time were $3,893,637.47, leaving $726, the subject of scandal. So rigid were
the natives that the soldier was conPresent day conditions of living 097.49 In the banks January 1, 1910.
From the report of the United States fined to the mess room for conversacome pretty nearly making
IMand
Commissioner of Education for 1910,
tion. Thus the term "sending a man
PERATIVE.
to Coventry" if you wished to shut
Householders find that the ads
him from society took root on the
Manuscript of Pepys' Diary.
really help to make the income
English language.
STlilSTUH OVEK Til Mi KlUUttS-SITIKPepys' library Is of great interest
when it seems, sometimes,
and value, but the six volumes con
like too big a task.
Well Cooked Eggs.
taining the diary called by its au
a
economies
little
here
Buying
his Journal are immeasurably
When the German housewife servthor
and a little there really grow to the most
interesting and the most ing you a boiled egg sets down the
worth-whil- e
proportions in the
coarse of a year; and amount to an valuable of the books preserved in it. humble fare with a hearty "May It
are
volumes
These
uniformly please you," rely upon it that you get
increase of moome.
meal, for German cooks
bound, but slightly unequal in size. a
Home-make- rs
who are .really
the diary was written day always say the Lord's Prayer while
Although
are' comearnest happiness-hunter- s
If, instead, she
by day, it is a marvel of neatness and boiling hen fruit.
ing quite generally, to be intelligent
looks as if it was carefully written out timed the process by the clock or by
readers of the ads.
at one time. Even in those places consulting a sand glass, why, the egg
THE BARGAINS
where Pepys describes himself as be- would be spoiled that is a superstiARE ADVERTISED
ing careless in his writing there is tion you cannot eradicate from a Ger
difference observable. Wheat- man cook's mind, and it Is one of the
little
IN THE OPTIC
few that needs no apology.
ley.

For Sale

-

new-comer-

For Rent

foot-pow-

boat-shape-

-
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POTATO

SALAD

AND
MAYONNAISE
PIQUANCY TO DISH.

ADD

One of Many Hints That Will Be Useful to the Housewife Appetising
Dessert from the Humble Prune.
A quick form of potato salad la
where the potatoes are combined with
olives and mayonnaise.
Cut up four of the former, if they
are of good size, otherwise more, into
largish pieces. Add two hard boiled
eggs, also cut up. Sprinkle with salt,
olive oil and vinegar. Fold all together and set on the Ice for about an
hour or until thoroughly chilled
through. Then stir in half a cup of
stiff mayonnaise, cover with what Is
left. Cut some olives Into rings, removing the stones, and decorate the
salad with these.
When there are stewed prunes at
hand a dessert which will give no
hint of Its humble origin is available
in a few moments. Add a few drops
of orange extract to the Juice, unless flavor has been put in while
cooking; stone, chop the fruit fine,
add a dash of sherry fthe amount to
be regulated by the quantity of the
fruit, guided by taste). To every cup
of the prune pulp put two
whites of eggs. Set away in t,he ice
chest to chill thoroughly and serve In
tall glasses surmounted with whipped
cream. It must be very cold or the
well-beate- n

flavor Is lost.

Other fruit remnants can be treated
with equal success. For instance, if
there are apples and a pine available
this formula could be followed: Pare
and core apples to fill four cups when
cut into tubes. Stew them slowly in
two and a half cupfuls of water and
the same of sugar. When almost
tender remove from the fire and add
four cupfuls of pineapple cut small.
Simmer until transparent, then skim
out the fruit, boil the syrup down
thick, pour It over the fruit, cool and
afterward chill thoroughly before
serving with sponge cake.
Or this: Combine one pint of pineapple juice and pineapple cut In tiny
pieces with the same amount of
orange juice and pieces of orange
pulp, four cups sugar and juice of one
lemon. Simmer until clear. Skim out
fruit, boll down the syrup and pour it
over the fruit. Serve very cold in
sherbet glasses with sweet wafers or
lady fingers.
Something novel for a guest lunch
eon is sherbet in little Jelly molds.
The combination is a very happy one
in point of flavor, as well as In dainty
appearance. This is the rule: One
pint of apricot pulp, fresh or canned
and juice of one lemon. Grated rind
of the lemon and a pint of syrup
made from two cups of sugar and one
of water, cooked ten minutes. This Is
frozen like any sherbet.
For the cups make a rather stiff
lemon Jelly and color a little with the
natural spinach coloring extract to
give a pretty green tint. Mold In egg
cups or patent charlotte russe tins.
When firm turn out, fill the hollow
centers with the Ice, which may further be tricked out with a little pyra
mid of whipped cream or decorated
with a teaspoonful of candied mint
leaves.

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it THE LOBBY
may concern that the following deSHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
scribed estray animal was taken up by
H. Latham, Tolar, N. M.
HE REST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
t:
.One bay horse, unbroken.
about 3 years old, left hind foot white.
Branded
IP
On left a1inuldr
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, 11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2.A.F.AA.M
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rua.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
communVisiting orothers always welcome
Regular
by this Board for the benefit of the
the wigwam. E. E. Gehring,
aud
first
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owner when found.
Walte H. Davis, chief of
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and
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H. Stapp, W.
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H.
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Secretary.
M.;
Sporleder,
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are cordially invited. B. F. McGuire,
may concern that the following de- LAS VEGAS COMMANDERV. NO. 2,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary
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Ueo. M. Poe, Shamrock, N. M.
LODGE NO. 545,
Regular conci- -i second J. E. ROSENWALD
One brown pony horse.
B.
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every first Tuesat
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Tuesds in each
Jy
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day of the month in the vestry
Masonic Timple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
On right hip
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S. C; Charles Tamme,
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p. m. Visiting brothers are
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Variety In Custard Plea.
There are a number of variations of
the ordinary custard pie. Fig custard
pie is particularly good. Three pulled
figs should be soaked in water over
night, then boiled until tender, using
as little water as possible, after which
they should be chopped fine. Use
pint of milk and two eggs to make the
custard. When It Is ready, add the
chopped figs and sweeten to taste. Fill
a pleplate lined with crust and bake.
Peach custard pie Is another excel
lent variation. Either fresh, dried or
canned peaches may be used. If dried
fruit is used, it should be soaked over
night and cooked until tender. Chop
the peaches without Juice and add to a
plain custard made In the regular way.
A plain custard may be given a new
teaspoon
flavor by adding
ful of cinnamon. Suburban Life.
one-fourt- h

Nut Cookies.

Use for these little cakes a cupful
of hickory nuts or any other nut preferred. Rub to a cream one pound

of light brown sugar and one cupful
of lard and butter mixed. - Add two
eggs and one cupful of
sour milk into which a rounded
of soda has been beaten, the
cupful of nuts and flour, a little at
time, until the dough Is stiff enough
to roll out. Roll thin, cut in circles
or any fancy shape desired, place on
a
pan and bake in
quick oven for four or five minutes.
well-beate- n

well-grease- d

Orange Tea Cake.
This recipe makes 18 delicious, inexpensive, and quickly made little tea
cakes: Cream one tablespoonful of
butter and the same of lard with one
cupful of sugar. Add two
of a cup of milk
eggs,
pinch of salt, one teaspoonful of ex
s
a cup
tract of orange,
of washed currants, one and three- quarters cups of flour, and two tea
Bake 15
spoons of baking powder.'
minutes in muffin panB in hot oven.'
well-beate- n

three-quarte--

three-quarter-

well-blesse- d

-

Dressing for Goose or Duck.
Boll ten potatoes, mash, add three
onions cut up fine, three table
spoons of sage, a tablespoon but
ter, and salt enough to taste. What Is
left over make into balls and put in
pan with goose.
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
fl'ranK imgan, Klizabethtown, N. M,
One roan mare, white spot
on right thigh and star in face,
7l
Branded
On left thigh
Jf
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the beneflt of the
owner when found.
CATTLE. SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Feb. 17, lastpub.Feb. 28, '11

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. Rafael Vald".z, Wagon Mound, N. M.
One dun colored mare about
7 years old.
Branded
On right hip
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
before Dec. 18, '10, Bald date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
concern
that the following demay
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Sotero J. Martinez, Rio Pueblo, N. M,
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
One 2 year old dehorned,
may concern that tho following dedun colored cow.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
J. S. Lopez, Solano, N. M.
On right riba
One sorrel horse, about 15
Said animal being unknown to this years old.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
F5J
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
On left shoulder
KiM
after
last
this
of
ad
appearance
days
.Branded
said
will
be sold
vertisement,
estray
On right hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On right shoulder
j
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub-Fe28, '11.
Board, unless claimed by owner on r
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement
days after last appearance of this ad
Notice is hereby given to whom it vertisement, said estray will be sol.i
may concern that the following de by this Board for the benefit of the
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when round.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Francisco Saiz, Las Colon! as, N. M.
One black horse, one white
Albuquerque, N. M.
First puib. Feb. 17, last pub .Feb. 28, '11.
h'nd foot, one ear marked.
Branded
On left hip
A piece of flannel dampened with
Said animal being unknown to this Chamberlain's
Liniment and bound on
Board, unless claimed by owner on or to the affected
parts is superior to
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
any plaster. When troubled with
days after last appearance of this ad lame back or paina in the side or chest
vertisement, said estray will be sold give it a trial and you are certain to
by this Board for the beneflt of the be more than pleased with the
prompt
owner when found.
relief which it affords. Sold by all
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
druggists.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11
Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
exercise, insufficient mastication of
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given 'to whom it food, constipation, a torpid liver, wormay concern that the following de- ry and anxiety, are the most common
scribed estray animal was taken up by causes of stomach troubles. Correct
your habits and take Chamberlain's
Nathan Hall, Water Canyon, N. M.
stomacn and Liver Tablets and yon
One cow.
(.
will soon be well again. For sain hv
Branded
Kk
all druggists.
k
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
said date being 10
before March 11,
CHICHESTER PILLS
days arter last appearance of this ad
BRANDT T
vertisement, said estray will be sold
DlMoni
I'll
Is la Kcd and (J,14
by this Board for the benefit of the
total with Blue
boe,
owner when found.
Tike us other. Bur ibboo, V
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WEEDS ARE GOOD
AS VEGETABLES

COMING ATTRACTIONS

SAY EXPERTS

THE

Una is no longer unwilling to listen
The Climax
FINDS THAT THEY
nrhinh nnmaa in the to Ulfi talfl of love &a told bV RaV-"HKo riima.
HAVE HIGHER VALUE THAN ,
Dumsui on March S, la a remarkable mond, and six mouths later the day
MANY STAPLES
play. It Is remarkable in its simpli set for the wedding arrives. When
city, in its sincerity, in Its compact- all ia in readiness for the happy
The United States government has ness, anl in its strong! and power. event and the bride to be Is waiting
1
IS
been experimenting with the food With a met consisting :( 'nit fu'ir for the coming of the groom, by ao
three of whom practically cident she discovers that her voice
value of "weeds" which have hereto- people,
ID YOU EVER stop to think "that every family
unknown prior to their connection has returned only more glorious than
fore been considered worthless.
It
should have The Optic as part of its
with the Locke play, it succeeded In ever. Nothing remains but (or the
has found that many have higher
to
holding its firsOvew York audience in groom to confess the deception
A
an out
values than well known staples of
rapt attention from the first curtain which he stooped. There is
and
the lovers part
food, and that they are not only pa- until the last. So interested and en- burst of anger
latable, but often delicious.
thralled were the onlookers that they and the story ends with the suggesThe father wants news while it is Iresh, he wants to
tion that love is responsible for the
The government has made another
forgot that it was an uncomfortably
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
investigation into cheap food plants warm evening. It was a night of new glories and hitherto unknown
now
voice
in
the
and vegetables that are used abroad
expressed
feeling
the
for
t discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the timely events of
triumph for all concerned
and there Is a strong probability that
and in little known corners of the
playwright, for the players, for the once
the day.
world. As a result whole colonies
again "Love will find the way."
composer, and' lastly for Joseph M.
Ml .
of nutritious food plants have been
Weber, through whose perspicacity
also
she
at
for
find
sale
the
what
out
to
wants
are
Mother
stores;
Girl"
big
and
the
the
into
the
Place
bargains
States.
"The
United
Timet
imported
and persistence.' "The Climax" was
In writing an advance notice of a
The roots of the golden thistle
rebeen
haa
it
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
after
to
light
have been found to be very delicious brought
said,
every theatrical musical comedy, the reporter
by nearly
jected
and are used like salsify. They may
"It has the same incessant action,
manager on New York's rialto.
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
situations and laughable diaand
be dug in September
kept
The story is told that when the play funny which made "The
the
winter.
Time,
logue
through the
W9-every member of your family.
being tried out on tlhe. one night Place and the Girl" such a wirlwind
Leek is now honored as a food StaTJtk.
in
stands In the early spring
better tribute be
first m- - success. Could any
ple. St has very wWtome properSend in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
N. Y, Mr. Weber found the
a
and
especially such a
play
ties and is excellent for flavoring.
'Mlin aien pointing to the sue- - given
Of
as this dainty bit
New Mexico and the world at large.
The common mallow is'a weed that'
oe uie mirth provoker
cess which he felt sure was to
which Adams,
Dresden
musical
roots very deeply and thus draws valto
ultimate reward of this little play
have given the
uable mineral elements to the surface.
It Hough and Howard
faith.
his
had
pinned
he
which
L. R. Willard now presents
public.
and
mellow
It haa a mild,
flavor,
which
came at the close of a fortnight
this play in all its original glory and
those who like lettuce find it delicmiu
been
discouraging
had
splendor. The jingles of its tunefu
ious. The young leaves are tender
the reception melodies are
pointing. Nowhere had
just as fresh as ever,
and crisp. It is a valuable tonic.
or demonstrative the
either
hearty
and dashing chordances
been
pretty
abound
Please Fill Out andForward This Blank
The fields and pastures
in Utioa there was little uses are as breezy today as when
even
and
vegemost
valuable
with one of the
yet
improvement. And
noticeaible
they crowded the l,a Salle theater in
tables, which is being cultivated in
dissuaded.
be
not
could
Weber
Chicago for a full year's run.
gardens and so planted that it lasts
One reason why L. R. Willard's
"You could have heard a pin drop
the entire season through. This wild
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
was his first re- musical comedy, "The Time,
the
second
act,"
tlhe
in
vegetable is the common milkweed,
"and
DAILY
OPTIC.
Is
and
Place and the Girl" has been
and it is wonderfully delicious. The mark, after the performance,
eyes. still such a success, is because it is
her
BY
.woman
wiping
one
I
saw
flavor, when cooked, is exactly like
count."
Name.
reasonable
that
a
is
it
in
the
unusual
that
are
signs
Those
that of asparagus.
The
And still they are counting.
comedy with real music in It. The
The milkweed should be cut w heirinintense
Address .
betokens
which
play combines a story that can be
like
silence
it is about a food high. Boiled
noticeable only in understood and followed even when
no
is
is
longer
terest
butter
with
served
and
asparagus
to the accompanied with music of the whist
I
the usual way of cooking; it is also tho swond act and the appeal
riailolntic br a salad uncooked, the emotions now Is attested in the wip ly sort and pivoted amid attractive
mi
disThe cleverness of
stage settings.
tender tips only being used in this ing of scores of eyes, and this
solely
who portrays the
confined
Amanda
Hendricks
not
is
medicinal
has
of
milkweed
feeling
case. The
play
of the au- "nurse" and the versatility of Geo
the
for
feminine
is
portion
excellent
and
to
the
properties
Johnny
dience. And thus Weber is justified Ebner who plays "Happy
IMPERIAL ANNIVERSARY
kidneys.
the
SERVICE
Another weed which, when boiled in leaning back contentedly and say- Hicks" do not attach to them all
SECRET
TWO
Feb. 27 The German em
Berlin,
spinach, ing "I told you so," to the friends fun nor quarantine all the music of
in the same manner as
and
empress, who were married
peror
and
makes a most delicious and nourish- who begged him to "forget It" as they the piece. "The Time, the Place
when the former was
Feb.
27,
1881,
creations
FORCES ARE RIVALS
ing dish is that commonly palled filed out after the memoraoie w'i the Girl" is one of those
WHOLESALE DEALERS
and the latter
William
Crown
Prince
"lamb's Quarter." The color in the nerformance given at Weber's on a that can justly claim the distinction
Schleswig-Hol-nteiof
Victoria
Princess
month of June, when it is at it best, Sunday evening last winter. That pre- of being unique from "What will you
HE
today received innumerable
dinner ig served" to CHIEF WILKIE COMPLAINS
have
before
the
tour
road
the
ontcdgtAd
is a light silvery green.
ir,
WITH
messages of congratulation and many
COMPETE
CANNOT
bowls.
Nobody
of
that
the
nettle
wild
finger
benefit
proverbial
The ordinary
and was disclosed for the
valuable presents on the occasion of
States has
HIGHLY PAID SLEUTHS
grows in prickly abundance in every an audience of managers, actors, dra- who lives in the United
their thirtieth wedding anniversary.
MARK
Place
the
of
"The
was-r,nheard
not
Time,
been
corner
has
TRADE
long
vard and fence
matists and Broadwayites. It
at
and
somewhere
Girl"
distinct
the
and
Two
and
food
Feb.
a
Weber
27j
as
had
and
plant,
Washington,
India,
used in
a hannv occasion
IS
TTIVPrvhodV
WhO
unma TilafP
has of late years also been eaten
secret secrvice organizations, one Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
less ontimistic it might have
music
this
seen
not
has
who
anybody
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
was
only
in Austria, and Italy. It is a good
it
and
tho onrt. hut instead
to see it. Even those under the treasury department
disease with Inflammation of the kidsubstitute for spinach if properly the beginning and all that has fol al comedy longs
not the other a comparatively new one, neys and bladder, and dizziness," says
whose religious scruples will
-cooked.
ONL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW MEXICO
lowed has grown from it;
Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mien, a
sort
of
any
the
witnessing
by the department of jus Mrs.
organized
to be
permit
used
ex
weed
one
that
a
is
with
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
Borage
The story concerns,
cannot but
who of theatrical performance,
tice, are bidding against each other overcome the attack, reduced the
extensively used, not only for its ception, simple, artless people
sucn
SIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS SIX
see
to
an
innate
longing
have
took away the pa'n and
for the services of the best secret
leaves, but for its flowers, in salads live the Ufa of Bohemia in JNew ioi- a
I
Stoves, Vehicles
made the bladder action normal.
a catchy play and their consciences
Dry Goods Groceries, Hardware, Implements,
and also in refreshing drinks, like latin quarter. Luigi Golfanti, an old
in the employ of the govern- wish every one could know of this
police
the
them
whistling
do not forbid
mint. This was used years ago In Italian vocal teacher; Pietxo, nis sou,
HAIL ORDERS aK-SS3-,,
Chief John E. Wilkie of the wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
'
tunes and buying the music to play mPnt
salad and
as
a
aub-Unand Red Cross Drug Co.
ana
England
and
Europe
on the piano;
de
hear
the
instructor
under
an
treasury
service
Wherever
secret
you
in their homes.
3 HOUSES 3
as a earnish in drinks, and Martson,
von Hagen, a distant relative, narlor singing you will find some
whose
organization is
partment,
says: "If you
ww Yon Will."
into
circle
'
compose the little family
from the "Time, the Place and known to the public under the name
La Grippe Coughs
SANTA ROSA
ALBUQUERQUE,
have no bottle ale command some Which, enters the disturbing oemem. thing
LAS VEGAS,
which Is the attraction here
and
the
Girl,"
the
weaken
and
Strain
system
to
and
bourrage."
a
has
wine
complained
floret
"secret service,"
in the person of Johkn Raymond,
if not checked may develop into pneuon March 3.
Beet tops are invariably cut off vnnne doctor and the representative
that he cannot pay high monia. No danger of this when FolnH thrown away, and yet these beet
world.
ey's Honey and Tar is taken promptly.
enough wages to hold his force.
of an altogether different
con- It la a reliable famny meaicine ior an
the
uerman
a
tops are really the most valuable part
situation
concerning
of
ch'ld
The
the
was
CONSTIPATION
Adelina
FOR
and acts quickly and
of the vegetable.
test between the departments was diet coughs and Incolds,
Tnnaia.n and an Italian opera singer,
cases of croup. Refuse
effectively
To use flower bulbs as vegetables
mi
closed when hearings on ihe Sundry suhsitltues. O. G. Schaefer and Red
in her infancy the parents had
NOT Civil bill before the house committee Cross
seems a strange thing, and yet those and
THAT DOES
mirniriNF
where
Ohio
town,
small
Drug Co.
WHAT makes your name familiar and
a
to
IS
made
were
of the dahlia and nasturtium have grated
public.
scant
a
IT
on
earn
UNLESS
to
appropriations
COST ANYTHING
identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
found to be excellent. The single the father managed
declared that the reWilkie
the
to
Chief
violin
the
culti- living by. teaching
CURES
turning your back to give the other
red variety of dahlia is the one
strictions placed about the eecret
Known
had
Adelina
There
soil
natives.
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
vated for its tubers, and in good
as the result
in childhood, and on
or service three years ago
medicinal
ingredients
it ia an productive as the sweet po ihn Ravmond
active
sec
The
of
use
over
the
I If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
a
of
controversy
of the child
5 4 35
tato. They may be planted from seed his part the friendship love or tne Rexall Orderlies, which are odorless, ret service agents by direction of
or Jiad developed into the
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
in early May, and by the middle
tasteless and colorless, is an entirely President Roosevelt have prevented
out.
that
discovered
are large man. The girl eariy
by chancing to be in when you are
f Jnlv the tubers
i00t
Combined with other th development of his Jorce. He
new
discovery.
ah
had a voice, and when her par
nhlA
on nil crli in diC
ingredients, it naked for a more liberal allowance
dab
to
raise
out
died and she had exhausted the
enta
start
who
Those
bowel regulator, in- for salaries and for wider authority
a
forms
perfect
Azalia she
Z 2 fiSlIt
una na a trarden crop can make
possibilities for study in
and strengthener. in detailing agents to investigations
was es- testinal invlgorator
soon
for
and
York
of
New
it,
business
to
went
most profitable
are eaten like candy of customs frauds. In this request
membar Rexa.ll Orderlies
thev may have a most gorgeous gar tablished as an important
notable for their agreeable- - he was supported by Secretary Mat
are
and
den of flowers during the summer of the Golfanti household.
I
ness to the palate and gentleness of Veagh and Assistant Secretary Curtis ? c J! 8 3?
inlpve
falls
madly
eon,
and autumn, and then gather in the
the
Pietro,
do not cause griping or of the treasury department, and by
action.
They
t
food
tubers for a part of the winter
with Adelina and are jealousy
any disagreeable effect or Inconveni wiiiism lxeb. lr.. collector of the
aroused when Dr. Raymond appears ence.
nort of New York.
The' ice plant is another familiar on the scene. The girl, however, is
for a like
other
preparations
Unlike
It wae developed In the hearings
we
ex,
which
t niant.
heart whole and fancy free in all
a
IlUWCillifi
not
create
f In with
do
uim, that agents under the treasury or
purpose, they
and
hothouses
where her career is concerned. but instead they overcome the cause ganization are limited to $8 a day,
are all familiar
cept
It is now said to he as Raymond has a Puritanical disliKeof of habit acquired through the use of while those In the newer branch re ELY'S CREAMnostrilBALM
gardens.
Applied Mo the
wholesome as sPinach, and in many the staze and a mistrust of its peo ordinary laxatives, cathartics ann ceive as high as $12 a day
Is quickly absorbed.
acid.
so
not
en
is
CIVE8 RELIEF AT ONCE.
officials
G. H. Mumms iCo.
ways better, as it
ple and their life, and he vainly,
The treasury department
and permanently re- harsh
3 Star Hennessy
physic,
cleanses, soothes, heals and protects the
deavors to persuade Adelina to give
Pommery
of nonotination or ir- - who appeared before the appropria- It
Brandy
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
GreatWeste
17 Different Brands
,,n hpr career and become MS wiieannounced that re- and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
committee
tions
action.
bowel
resrular
Sauterners'
Pneumonia Follow a Cold
Peach
vocal
Bratady
the
Smell.
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and
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Taste
nf
t
of Foley A slight trouble affecting
and
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will refund your money without coveries from customs frauds at the
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and the patient
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refuses to act and
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No long waits
shop.

:

'f

Lunch
Pimento
Walnut
Olive Pimento
Domestic Swiss

1.50 book

mi

ii

I

1

sign
Automobile, carriage and
painting b a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

tn

imir

--

Will Fugato is employed temporarily
at the court house in the office of

21

genera-

tor and five lights, for sale cheap.
Call at White Kitchen.
A marriage license was granted Sat-

Timot hy Hay
White Cleaned

Oats..

Bran Corn, Corn Chops
AND

FLOUR"

urday at the court house to Conrada
Sena, aged 35, of Santa Fe, and Julio
Trujillo aged 42, of Las Vegas.

In a fit of temper Saturday night
Frank Trujillo drew a revolver on 'his
father-in-laJose Sale This action
aroused Mr. Baler's ire. Not the least
obeisance made he, not a minute
stopped or stayed he, but went directly
to Justice D. R. Murray and swore
out a warrant for Trujillo. Later the
two men made up their quarrel, each
took a bite off the other's plug and
wrung the other's hand. Judge Murray gave Trujillo a fine for his little
stunt. This was remitted upon payment of the costs. The gun Is still
in Judge Murray's possession. It Is
a
weapon of doubtful
workmanship and accuracy. '

Mr. and Mrs. H. E. White are the
parents of a baby hoy born early yesterday morning. Mr. White is pro
prietor of the Las Vegas Transfer
On March 14 sales of property de.
company.
linquent on the tax roll for 1909
whidh Judgment has been reagainst
Regular $1.35 books for 50 cents turned for over $25 will be held each
at Murphey's.
day at 10 o'clock a. m., and will continue for sixty days. The lands to
Dean Frank Carroon of the Normal be sold include several valuable tracts
made an address to men yesterday af- and there Is a consilerable number
ternoon at the Y. M. C. A. building. of
pieces of land in the list. After
and
His remarks were interesting
the sales have continued for the enmuch apreciated.
tire sixty days the lands remaining
unsold will be sold to San Miguel
We are closing out silk dress trimcounty. The sales will be conducted
ming at cost, up to date in every re by Robert L. M. Ross, deputy county
spect. Ladies interested will save treasurer and collector.
money by buying bow. ROMERO
short-barrele-

MERCANTILE

CO.

d

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131,

8 7.6

Suits in dark or
light shades with
one or two pairs of
pants.

N0RMALJNIVERS1TY
TOGETHER WITH HIGH SCHOOL,
THE STUDENTS WILL GET
TIPS ON PUBLIC SPEAKING
"Oratory Day" might prove a good
name to apply to Friday of this week
as it will be observed by the Normal
University and the High School as
an occasion for stimulating Interest
among their students in the art of
public speaking. Friday afternoon at
1:30 o'clock;' the students of both
schools will gather in the auditorium
of the Normal building. John Webb,
who represented "the High School in
the recent contest of the New Mexico
c
Oratorical association
and Miss Aurora Lucero, who represented the Normal University, will
speak. They will tell their fellow
students of the advantages they have
gained through their experiences in
writing and delivering orations. A
Las Vegas lawyer has been asked to
make an address.
Friday will close the winter term
of the Normal. A vacation of one
week will be given to the teachers
and students, the spring term opening March 12. It is expected the
spring term will witness an increas
ed enrollment. Many country school
teachers will have completed their
work for the year and will come to
the Normal to prepare for better po
sitions next year.

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
f
Issues Domestic an Foreign Exchange.
A

A FEW

FINE PINK AZALEAS
jUST(COMING INTO BLOOM

Worth About $3.50 Each

&' Son

Perry Onion

Kanch Phone 276.

BAKERY GOODS

S?ETO

GREEN BERG ER
"A Square Deal"

Inter-Scholasti-

$2.00
Each for

quit

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

Car Load of Our
High Grade

Gold, Loaf

Wine, Raisen

Best on Earth

,

COOKIES, Sugar

Uinger, Cocoanut
Cup,
s

Fruit

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

I. H.

STEARNS.

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

&

Son

SCREENED

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

cSn LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. IV. CONDON

V

Foot of Main St,

Phono Main 2 1

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Disti lied Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227,

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Goods Called for and Delivered

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

..

'

Repair Work a Specialty

Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

QUEEN

When her child is in danger a woman will risk her life to protect It.
No great act of heroism or risk of life
Is necessary to protect a child from
croup. Give Chamberlain's- Cough
Remedy ana all danger is avoided.
For sale by all druggists.
How to cure a cold Is a question in
which many are interested Just now.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
won its great reputation and immense
sale by Its remarkable cure of colds.
It can always be depended " upon. For

sale by all druggists.

Macaroons
Kisses, Pies

the Best of Everything Eatable at

...

BULK

CREAM LOAF AND

FLOUR

Tables
Hoosier Agents.

Jnst Received a

BREAD of all kinds
Rolls, Pan
Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed
'
.
CAKES, Layer
Angel Food

These

Johnson

Laundered Nicely

JERSEY CREAM

We will be
to show you.

Ederheimer, Stein & Co.

Wool Blankets

First National Bank

We Always Have

"ORATORY DAY" AT

Your

o

The

IB?xTSI

Clothes
for Boys

'

sale at Murphey's, $1.35 books
50 cents.
has
J.
Roberts
apJudge Clarence
pointed Edward Holmes, an attorney,
A cold, drizzling rain that froze as
ias referee in the suit of Herman Bruns
it fell has been prevailing all day wetN.
case
Richmond.
The
against Cyrus
ting the walks and increasing the
is in the Union county court.
depth of the seas of mud that occupy
the streets. Walking was unpleasant
Late copyright books for sale at
and as a result few people were on
50c each at Murphey's.
Best draught beer in the city, at
the streets. A few scattering flakes
the
Lobby, of course.
of snow began falling late this after
Upon an execution given by . the
court William B. Stapp, this morn- noon. It is expected the rain will
Into a heavy snow during the
ing sold at auction in front of the developas
it is reported that Raton was
night,
court house a wagon, harness, saddle,
visited yesterday by a heavy snow
Can-didof
and
other
bull
property
Jersey
storm.
Trujillo. The property was sold
to satisfy a debt to G. H. Schroeder.
200 copyright books at Murphey's,
50 cents each.
The Commercial club will entertain
its members and friends at a card
FOR SALE
party to be given tonight in the club
The
rooms in the Masonic temple.
Valuable House and Lots in Las
They are laundered perfectly
entertainment committee of the club
N. M.
Vegas,
our careful, scientific me- by
has made preparations for making the
to change my residence
thod.
Desiring
one.
most
a
party
enjoyable
from Las Vegas by reason of my poor
They are washed in pure,
of the High health, I offer to sell my house and
The managements
soft
water and only specially
on
lots
situated
the
south
of
the
side
school and Normal basketball teams
woolen soap is used
prepared
town.
in
said
are trying to get together on a date park
to
clean
them.
The building is 2 story, built of
for the clash between their charges.
This process makes them as
The High school desired to play Fri stone, adapted for business, comprisrooms and backyards, with fixtures
clean and sweet as when new,
day of this week but the date was not ing
for electric lights and water pipes.
it does not shrink them nor
satisfactory to both teams. The game
The rooms now occupied bring me a
run the colors in the border.
likely will be a week from Friday.
monthly rent of $75.00.
We dry them in a germ proof
I will sell the premises for $6,500.
But two names are now needed to
room
Terms:
in
and
and finish them so the
$3,500
hand,
paid
complete the Beavers' charter roll.
mortone
is
$3,000
in
secured
made as long and soft
nap
year,
by
t
B.
E. Hockaday expects
Organizer
aa when new.
obtain them before tomorrow noon, at gage of the premises.
Address all oorresponce to
which time he will send to the suTRINIDAD ROMERO, Sr.
and
noti
will
for
dam
preme
supplies
Las Vegas, N. M.
fy that body the class is ready to be
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
1911.
mwf 15
22nd,
February
adopted. The installation will occur
not later than a week from Friday, by
Phone Main 81.
which time the charter list is expect
JUST HALF IN BED
ed to be well over 100.
Clyde Ky. Mrs. I. A. Decker, writes
from Cyde: "I recommend Cardui,
the woman's tonic, to any woman in
need of a remedy. For five years,-was unable to do my own work. Half
my time was spent in bed. At last I
tried Cardui. Now I am well and hap
py, and can do my own work." Don't
suffer pain, headache, and other wo
manly miseries, when your own drug
gist has on his shelf a remedy for
such troubles Cardui. Get a bottle
for your shelf. As a general tonic, for
weak women, nothing has been found
for 50 veara that would take Its place.
Book

for

462,

' Bridge Street.

mm'm0

Good

1

,

Complete gasoline lighting

Store Phone Main

W

LUDWIG IV17. ILFELD
,

Extra

fen

$25

1

Cash or easy payments
Phone Main 379

Lorenzo Delgado.

ESTABLISH ED;',1

of

.

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan1017 Tilden. Telephone
Main 357.

AT

PIE

.'

cy .gowns.

Full Cream
Milwaukee Brick
Black Eagle Limburger

"OUR

n

the bar at Long's

Book, sale at Murphey's,
for 60 cents.

Club

Our4-holCHIEF range
with shelf ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
e

r

Buffet

Neufchatel

We have just received a large shipment of our extensive spring purchase

Ever Offered

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold over

Fromage de Camembert Cheese

BiWest Value

LOCAL NEWS

Tony Faust Budwelser beer is
on tap at the Opera bar and is one
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar In the city.

OLIVES

YOU BEG
The buyer to take your article or property when you have but one
bidder, and even then you sell at a lower price than you had expected to get

30c Per Pint

Get many bidders who are anxious to buy what you have to sell
get bidders into line waiting their turn, and you will get full value
for the thing you offer to sell and you will get a quick sale as welL
AT

The Optic Want Ad. when properly worded and put before the sub- scribers of The Optic daily, will bring customers to your door, to
buy what you advertise.
Advertise all miscellaneous items of every kind in The Optic
and you will be surprised to see how easily you can find
an immediate market and at such little cost Each Want Ad. is
an opportunity look for them in The Optic. Telephone your Want
Ads. to The Optic. PHONES MAIN 2.

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

4

3

1

1

